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Introduction
Proteins are heteropolymers made up of an ordered sequence of amino acids
that forms the so called primary structure. In nature there are twenty different
amino acids and their sequence in a protein is specified by the sequence of a gene,
which is encoded in the genetic code. The peculiar feature of proteins is that,
under physiological conditions, they fold spontaneously in a unique, specific and
compact three–dimensional structure, called native configuration. It is its three–
dimensional shape that determines the macroscopic properties of a protein and
makes it able to perform its biological functions. Proteins are involved in every
function that characterizes a living organism: from the control of the gene expression
to the transmission of information between cells and organs (hormones); from the
defense against intruders in the immune system (antibodies) to simple structural
functions [1].
The big challenge in protein science is the prediction of the folded configuration
starting from the primary structure. This issue, also known as the protein fold-
ing problem, has been the subject of intense investigation for decades, involving
biologists, chemists, mathematicians, physicists and computer scientists, but un-
fortunately, a complete understanding of the mechanisms involved in the folding
process is still lacking. The importance of finding a solution of the protein fold-
ing problem can be easily understood by considering that many diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, are associated with the accumulation of mis-
folded proteins and their aggregation in structures called amyloid fibrils [2, 3]. To
solve protein folding problem will thus be a crucial step towards the achievement
of a successful treatments of these diseases. Moreover, once the solution of the in-
verse protein folding problem (i.e. the problem of finding the primary structure of
a protein given its final three–dimensional shape) is known, one can easily attempt
at designing proteins which will have applications in medicine and bioengineering.
Furthermore, a protein is a system which is in a nearly–zero–entropy equilibrium
state (the native state) for a wide interval of temperatures ranging, from about
0◦to 60◦C. Such equilibrium state has essentially no symmetries. Notwithstanding
the complicated and heterogeneous interactions which contribute to the formation
of the native state, proteins do have neither slow dynamics, nor the large number
of competing low–energy states and kinetic traps typical of “frustrated” systems.
Thus protein folding problem is also extremely intriguing by itself from the physical
point of view.
The ability of proteins to fold spontaneously and in a time scale ranging from
some milliseconds to few minutes, immediately raised a fundamental question that
nowadays is known as the Levinthal paradox [4, 5]. It reads as follows. A protein
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has billions of possible conformations. For a 100–monomers chain, in the simplest
case in which for each residue only two states are possible, they are 2100 ∼ 1030.
If proteins had to randomly sample all these configurations, even at the fast test
rate of one sampling each picosecond, the chain would need ∼ 2100 picoseconds, or
∼ 1010 years, to find the folded state, which is clearly not the case. To solve this
puzzle, Levinthal himself proposed that there exists a specific folding pathway, and
the native fold is simply the end of this pathway.
The current perspective is that the folding proceeds via a nucleation and growth
mechanism [6] in which only the folding nucleus needs to form its native contacts by
“chance” and then the rest of folding process is downhill with the polypeptide chain
that attains fast its native structure by accretion. The folding nucleus is generally
defined as the folded part of a particular ensemble of configurations, called the
transition state ensemble. From the physical point of view this is the ensemble of
states that corresponds to the saddle point of the free energy between the folded
and the unfolded state [7]. However, for some proteins, the free energy landscape
shows, besides the minima corresponding to the native and unfolded states, other
local minima, and in this case the folding pathway may also go through metastable
states, called intermediates [8,9]. Finally it is worth noting that proteins exist which
have multiple folding pathways [8, 9].
In the last two decades, the study of protein folding received a boost thanks to
new experimental techniques based on atomic force microscopy [10] and on laser
optical tweezers [11]. These techniques allowed the microscopic manipulation of
a single biomolecule with the advantage that it is thus possible to separate out
the fluctuations of a single molecule from the ensemble average behavior observed
in traditional biochemical–biophysical experiments. Manipulation experiments on
single biological molecules may thus greatly increase the knowledge of the structural
properties of such molecules. Exerting a mechanical force, it is possible to induce
unfolding of the molecule, to measure the binding forces responsible for the stability
of biomolecules and to explore the unfolding pathways and the possible intermediate
states. Specific functions of proteins can often be exerted thanks to these structural
properties. Unfortunately experiments have shown that mechanical unfolding may
be different from the thermal or chemical one [12]. Nevertheless pulling experiments
remain a powerful tool to extract information on the internal structure of proteins,
as well as on unfolding and refolding pathways.
To this day, many physical model have been proposed with the goal to find the
basic features of the protein folding thermodynamics and kinetics. Some of them,
called phenomenological models, generally aim to solve the Levinthal’s paradox [6,
13,14,15]. Others try to simulate the folding of proteins at a greater level of details.
Among this second class of models there are the all–atom models [16, 17, 18] and
the less detailed but more practical coarse–grained models [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. This
Thesis deals with some of the possible applications of a particular coarse–grained
model known as the Wako–Saitoˆ–Mun˜oz–Eaton (WSME) model.
WSME model was introduced for the first time in 1978 by Wako and Saitoˆ [24,25]
and then forgotten until it was independently reconsidered by Mun˜oz and Eaton [26,
27,28] as a simple and efficient theoretical tool to interpret their experimental data.
It is a one–dimensional model, with long–range and many–body interactions, where
a binary variable is associated with each amino acid, denoting its ordered or disor-
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dered conformation. For this reason we will also refer to the WSME model as an
Ising–like model. Two residues can interact only if they are in contact in the native
state and all the residues between them are ordered. The non–native interactions
are neglected in the spirit of Go¯–type models [19]. Moreover, in the original version
of the model, an entropic cost is associated with each ordered residue. The WSME
model is particularly alluring because it has remarkable mathematical properties
which make it possible to obtain an exact solutions in equilibrium conditions [29].
Later on, Imparato et al. [30], by introducing a protein–length dependent potential
in the Hamiltonian, proposed a modified version of the model able to treat mechan-
ical unfolding of proteins. In the case in which the protein is pulled by a constant
force, the equilibrium model turned out to be exactly solvable once more. Non
equilibrium behavior can be instead studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
In this Thesis we will show that this generalized WSME model is a good one
to describe mechanical unfolding of proteins. On one side, its simplicity permits to
probe forces and speed ranges close to in vivo and experimental conditions, which
is often not possible for other more detailed models because they require higher
computational efforts. On the other hand, the model generally obtains results in
accordance with experiments and other simulations. Indeed in the case of two well
studied molecules such as a fibronectin domain and the green fluorescent protein, it
is able to predict correctly intermediate states, folding pathways and binding forces.
This version of the model, when no force is applied to pull the molecule, can be
further generalized to investigate another interesting phenomenon which has great
relevance, particularly when one takes into account that folding process occurs in
the cellular environment, namely confinement of proteins. In vivo, such a phe-
nomenon occurs, for example, in the exit–tunnel of ribosomes or in the chaperonin
cavity. There is experimental evidence [31,32] that confinement can alter both ther-
modynamics and kinetics of folding by enhancing folding temperature and folding
rate. Furthermore, confinement is interesting also because molecular crowding, an-
other phenomenon that occurs in the interior of the cell, upon certain conditions,
has effects similar to those of confinement [33]. Understanding better the role of
confinement is thus desirable to get an improved knowledge of how protein folding
works in, and is modified by, cellular environment, in particular it should shed more
light on the functioning of chaperones and ribosomes and, on the other hand, on
the effects of crowding. We will show that WSME model can be a useful tool also
to reproduce confinement effects.
Outline of the thesis
The plan of this Thesis is the following. The first chapter is devoted to a brief
introduction about the structure of proteins, necessary in order to better understand
contents of the subsequent chapters. After a brief description of the amino acids,
the notions of primary, secondary and tertiary structure will be discussed.
In the second chapter we will introduce some accepted facts concerning the
protein folding process. We will rapidly consider the forces that fold a protein and
then we will review some important notions useful to characterize protein phases
and thermodynamics and kinetics of protein folding. These concepts are those of
free energy landscape, folding funnel, transition state ensemble, folding rate, folding
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pathways and intermediate states.
The third chapter is devoted to describe mechanical unfolding of proteins and
to review the kinetic theory developed to describe it. A brief description of the
experimental techniques used in this field will be also given.
The fourth chapter introduces the WSME model and its generalization for me-
chanical unfolding. It will be shown how to find the exact solution of the model,
i.e. how to find an algorithm with a polynomial complexity in the number of amino
acids that allows to compute quantities of physical interest related to the protein.
The fifth chapter is divided in two parts, the first and second one dealing respec-
tively with the mechanical unfolding of the tenth type III domain of Fibronectin
and of the Green Fluorescent Protein. We will investigate the mechanical unfold-
ing pathways of the two proteins, using both constant force and constant velocity
protocols and trying to predict the unfolding pathways and to estimate the kinetic
parameters of the energy landscape. In the Green Fluorescent Protein case we will
pull the molecule not only from its ends but also along different directions, trying
to find the magnitude and ranking of the unfolding forces. As it will be shown, such
a procedure could pave the way to the use of the Green Fluorescent Protein as a
force sensor.
Finally, the sixth chapter deals with confinement of proteins. We will show how
it is possible to modify the algorithm, which constitutes the iterative solution of
the equilibrium thermodynamics of WSME model, in order to handle with confine-
ment of the polypeptide chain between two inert hard walls. Also in this case the
equilibrium solution of the model is exact. Exploiting this fact, we will study the
equilibrium thermodynamics upon confinement of three real and three ideal pro-
tein structures. Using Monte Carlo simulations we will consider also the changes
induced in the folding kinetics.
Conclusions will be drawn at the end of the Thesis.
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Chapter 1
Protein structure
Proteins are biological complex systems whose study is currently one of the most
intriguing and challenging topics in physics, chemistry and biology. From physico-
chemical point of view proteins are biopolymer made up of monomer called amino
acids which link to each other giving rise to a chain called the polypeptide chain
which folds into a compact globular structure with a well defined three dimensional
state whose shape is strictly connected to the biological function of the protein [34].
Amino acids that occur in proteins are of 20 different standard types and a protein
typically consists of between 100 and 1000 amino acids.
The word protein comes from the Greek word “proteios” that means primary.
Proteins were first described by the dutch chemist Gerardus Johannes Mulder and
named by the Swedish chemist Jo¨ns Jakob Berzelius in 1838. However, the cen-
tral role of proteins in living organisms was not fully appreciated until 1926, when
James B. Sumner (nobel prize in chemistry in 1946) showed that the enzyme urease
is a protein [35]. Early nutritional scientists believed that proteins were the most
important nutrient for maintaining the structure of the body, because it was gener-
ally believed that “flesh makes flesh”. This old but still quite widespread belief is
true only to a certain extent in the sense animals cannot synthesize all the amino
acids they need and must obtain them from food. Through the process of digestion,
animals break down ingested protein into free amino acids that are then used in
metabolism to build other proteins which can also have different roles than forming
muscles and other tissues. In fact, because of their ability to bind other molecules
specifically and tightly, proteins are among the most versatile macromolecules which
contribute to the functioning of living beings.
Some proteins (structural proteins) polymerize to form stiff and long fibers which
confer stiffness and rigidity to otherwise fluid biological components and thus play
an important role in the architecture of cells and extracellular matrix. There are
proteins which are capable of generating mechanical forces from chemical energy
(motor proteins), such as myosin and kinesin, and there are proteins which are
in charge of binding particular small biomolecules and to transport them into the
cell or from the cell to another location (transport proteins), like hemoglobin which
transports oxygen from the lungs to other tissues. Furthermore, antibodies are
protein whose main function is to bind antigens, or foreign substances in the body,
and target them for destruction. Many hormones, such as insulin, are proteins
in charge of bringing the message released by a cell in one part of the body to
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cells in other parts of the organism while, on the surface of the receiving cell there
are proteins (receptor proteins) which have the role to harvest these messages and
to induce a biochemical response in the cell. Finally, most enzymes are proteins
which bind to a specific substrate and catalyze a given chemical reaction, i.e. they
lower the connected rate–limiting free energy of activation. Enzymes carry out
most of the reactions involved in metabolism, as well as DNA replication and DNA
repair, and the rate acceleration conferred by enzymatic catalysis is often enormous.
For example, the uncatalyzed decarboxylation of orotidine 5’–monophosphate has a
half–time life of 78 million years. However, when the enzyme orotidine 5’–phosphate
decarboxylase is added, the same process takes just 25 milliseconds [36].
To supply with all these functions and since protein action is very specific,
thousands of different proteins exist. Nowadays, protein structures are typically
obtained by X–ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy and released into a public
repository, the Protein Data Bank [37] (pdb), which contains the atomic coordinate
entries of more than 75 thousand proteins.
1.1 The amino acids
The chemical structure of an amino acid is formed by an amino group NH2 and
a carboxyl group COOH which are bound to a central carbon atom, denoted by
Cα, to which are also bound an hydrogen atom and a side chain, usually called R,
which makes the difference between the various amino acids.
Figure 1.1: Chirality of a generic
amino acid. Figure created by NASA.
The simplest side chain is just an hy-
drogen atom, corresponding to the simplest
amino acid, glycine. The other amino acids
can exist in either of two optical isomers,
called left or right handed amino acids,
which are mirror images of each other (see
figure 1.1). In nature left–handed amino
acids represents the vast majority while
right-handed amino acids have been found
only in some proteins pruducted by exotic
sea–dwelling organism.
With the exception of methionine and
cysteine, which contain also a sulfur atom,
the amino acids are made of just carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms. Thanks to its sulfur atom, cysteine plays
an important structural role in many proteins since it may form a covalent disulfide
bond with another cysteine residue thus giving stability to the structure of the
protein.
The 20 amino acids can be divided into several groups based on the hydrophilic
and hydrophobic properties of their side chains. A hydrophile, from the Greek “hy-
dros” (water) and “philia” (love), is a molecule that is attracted to, and tends to be
dissolved by water because of the dipole–dipole (polar molecules) or charge–dipole
(charged molecules) interactions with the polar water molecules. On the contrary, a
hydrophobe, from the Greek “phobia” (fear), is a non polar molecule which cannot
form hydrogen bonds with water. When hydrophobic molecules are dissolved in wa-
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ter or in another polar solvent they tend to cluster in order to minimize their surface
in contact with water. As it will be discussed further later, these properties are im-
portant for protein structure and protein–protein interactions and hydrophobicity is
believed to be the main force that drives the protein into a collapsed globular state
with the hydrophobic amino acids mostly inside and the hydrophilic ones exposed
on the surface.
The polar amino acids are serine, threonine, asparagine and glutamine. The first
two are small and polar due to an OH group in their side chain. The charged amino
acids are subdivided into the positively charged arginine, lysine and histidine and
the negatively charged aspartate and glutamate. Charged amino acids of opposite
sign can bind to each other through salt bridges, that in some cases can be essential
for maintaining the stability of a protein. The hydrophobic amino acids are glycine,
alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine and phenylalanine while tyrosine, tryptophan,
proline, cysteine and methionine can exhibit both attitudes.
Glycine, given its very small side chain and thus minimal steric constraints, con-
fers particular flexibility to the polypeptide chain. On the contrary, phenylalanine
is special because its side chain is a benzene ring and this large planar structure
enforces considerable steric constraints on the structure inside the protein, where
hydrophobic amino acids are mostly found. Tyrosine and tryptophan have also
large planar side chains and tend to be exposed on the surface of a protein, being
often associated to its function. Finally proline is the only residue whose side chain
is also covalently linked to the nitrogen of the amino group and this particular cyclic
structure allows for specific sharp turns of the chain.
1.2 The primary structure
The primary structure refers to amino acid sequence of the polypeptide chain.
The various amino acids are held together by covalent bonds which form between
them during the process of protein biosynthesis. The amino acids of the chain are
also called residues while the covalent bond is called the peptide bond.
The primary structure of a protein is determined by a gene corresponding to the
protein: since nucleic acids have four nucleotide bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine
and thymine for DNA or uracil for RNA) while there are 20 different amino acids,
from simple combinatorial considerations it follows that each amino acid must be
associated to a sequence of at least three bases. This is actually what happen in
nature where each amino acid is associated to a given triplet of nucleotides, called
codon. Some codons may refer to the same amino acid. Protein synthesis occurs in
two major steps: the transcription and the translation. During the former process an
enzyme, called RNA–polymerase, copies a given sequence of DNA bases into a RNA
fragment called the messenger RNA or mRNA. In prokaryotic cells the product of
transcription is directly a mature mRNA fragment while in eukaryotic cells the first
product needs some post–transcriptional modifications to become mature. Then, in
eukaryotic cells, the mRNA translocates into the cytoplasm where ribosomes make
the translation by using the mRNA as a template to build a particular protein.
The ribosome moves along the mRNA “reading” its sequence three nucleotides at
a time and matching the codons to the corresponding amino acids thus forming the
polypeptide chain. The transport of the various amino acids into the ribosome is
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due to short RNA fragments (transfer RNA or tRNA) which act also as adaptors
between the codons and their specific amino acids.
The peptide bond forms through the condensation of the carboxyl group of one
amino acid and the amino group of the next with the release of a water molecule.
Thus a polypeptide chain has an amino terminus (N–terminus) and a carboxyl
terminus (C–terminus). The length between the C and N atoms that form the
peptide bond is about 1.33 A˚ while the length for each residue in a chain is about
3.8 A˚. Peptide bonds can be broken spontaneously in water but this process is
extremely slow, due to their high strength. Protein chains are thus chemically and
biologically stable unless they are deliberately depolymerized. In the following we
will refer to the protein backbone as the main chain formed by the repetition of the
N , Cα and C atoms of the various residues.
Since the peptide bond is partially double covalent, the Cα,i, Ci and Oi atoms
of the i–th residue and the Ni+1, Hi+1 and Cα,i+1 atoms of the following have a
strong tendency to lie in the same plane. This coplanarity allows for two different
conformations: that in which the Cα,i and Cα,i+1 atoms lie at different sides of the
line containing the Ci–Ni+1 bond and the other in which they lie at the same side
of that line. Because of steric hindrance, usually the residues in the chain adopt
the former configuration, called trans, with the only exception of proline, which
gives rise also to the latter, named cis. This two configurations are by definition
associated to two possible values of ω angle defined in figure 1.2 with ω = 0 for the
cis isomer and ω = pi for the trans isomer.
Figure 1.2: Peptide bond between the i–th and (i + 1)–th residues with angles ψi,
ωi and φi+1 defined.
Notwithstanding these coplanarity properties, the polypeptide chain is flexible
because rotations are still possible around the Cα,i–Ci (ψi angle) and the Ni–Cα,i
(φi angle) bonds, conferring two degrees of freedom to each peptide unit. The φi, ψi
angles are called dihedral angles and, by convention, they take values in between −pi
and pi with the zero for φi corresponding to a configuration with Ci atom staying
in the same plane of Ci−1, Ni and Cα,i atoms and the zero for ψi corresponding to
a configuration with Ni+1 atom lying in the same plane of Ni, Cα,i and Ci atoms.
Because of steric hindrance only certain combinations of φ, ψ angles can occur in
a real protein [38, 39]. The phenomenological distribution of dihedral angles in the
backbone conformation of a real protein is displayed by means of the Ramachandran
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map. The allowed area for glycine is considerably larger than for other residues,
due to the smallest side chain. In contrast, the Ramachandran map shows only a
very limited number of possible combinations for proline, whose presence increases
remarkably the rigidity of the peptide bond, while the other amino acids instead
show a quite similar behavior.
1.3 The secondary structure
The secondary structure refers to the regularly repeating local structures sta-
bilized by hydrogen bonds which appear in every protein. In a polypeptide chain
surrounded by a polar solvent, each peptide unit behaves like a dipole moment
(with module of about 3.5 debye) because the oxygen linked to the carbon and the
hydrogen linked to the nitrogen can form hydrogen bonds, being hydrogen bond ac-
ceptors and donors respectively. These hydrogen bonds would be satisfied with the
solvent molecules but, in native conditions, the protein is forced to assume a folded
compact state by the tendency to cluster of the hydrophobic side groups. Thus,
in order to have energetically favorable conditions, the different residues along the
chain hydrogen bond to each other giving rise to regular local conformations of the
backbone, which constitute the elements of the secondary structure. Because of
the steric hindrance and the limited directionality of hydrogen bonds, the possible
structures are severely constrained. The most common secondary structures are the
α–helices, the β–sheets and the tight–turns. Other helices, such as the 310–helix and
pi–helix, are calculated to have energetically favorable hydrogen-bonding patterns
but are rarely observed in natural proteins except at the ends of α–helices due to
unfavorable backbone packing in the center of the helix.
The α–helix structure is a coiled or spiral, normally right–handed, conformation
which looks like a spring. In the right handed α–helix the amide hydrogen of an
amino acid forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen of the amino acid four
residues earlier and this bonding condition is repeated for a stretch of the protein
backbone which is usually 10–residues long but some proteins exhibit helices to
over forty residues. The pitch and the radius of the α–helix are 5.4 A˚ and 2.3 A˚,
corresponding to 3.6 residues per turn. The 310–helix and the pi–helix are similar
structures where, respectively, the hydrogen bond is established between amino
acids separated by one residue less and one more than in the α–helix. Dihedral
angles φ and ψ of a perfect α–helix take respectively the values −57.8◦ and −47.0◦.
This kind of helix is tightly packed and, since there is almost no free space within
it, the amino acid side chains stick out towards the outside. Short pieces of left–
handed helix sometimes occur with a large content of glycine (which is achiral), but
are unfavorable for the other amino acids.
A β–sheet is formed by two or more stretches of amino acids with the back-
bone chain almost fully extended (the β–strands), which are connected by several
hydrogen bonds. Adjacent β–strands can form hydrogen bonds in antiparallel,
parallel, or mixed arrangements. As shown in figure 1.3, in an antiparallel arrange-
ment, the successive β–strands alternate directions so that the N–terminus of one
strand is adjacent to the C–terminus of the next. This is the arrangement that
produces the strongest inter–strand stability because it allows the inter–strand hy-
drogen bonds between carbonyls and amines to be planar, which is their preferred
9
Figure 1.3: Parallel (top panel) and antiparallel (bottom panel) β–sheets. Purple
dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds.
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orientation. In this configuration φ and ψ angles are about −140◦ and 135◦. In a
parallel arrangement, the successive β–strands are oriented in the same direction
and this orientation may be slightly less stable because it introduces nonplanarity
in the inter–strand hydrogen bonding pattern. φ and ψ angles are about −120◦ and
115◦ in parallel case but large deviations are observed in real proteins. Unlike helical
segments, all peptide group hydrogen bond donors and acceptors are satisfied not
within but between strands, thus individual β–strands do not have an independent
existence.
In general turns are elements of secondary structure of two to five residues where
the polypeptide chain reverses its overall direction. If the stretch of residues that
allowed the chain to reverse its direction contains more than five residues and does
not have a fixed internal hydrogen bonding, one refers to it as an ω–loop. Tight–
turns and loops are essential for allowing the polypeptide chain to fold back upon
itself to form tertiary interactions. Such interactions are generally long–range and
result in compaction of the protein into a globular form. The turn regions are thus
generally located on the outside of the globular structure, with helices and/or sheets
forming its core. Turns on the surfaces of proteins have a wide range of dynamics,
from quite mobile in cases where they form few interactions with the underlying
protein surface to quite fixed in the opposite cases.
Amino acids vary in their ability to form the various secondary structure ele-
ments: amino acids that prefer to adopt helical conformations in proteins include
methionine, alanine, leucine, glutamate and lysine. On the contrary tryptophan,
tyrosine, phenylalanine, isoleucine, valine, and threonine prefer to be included in
a β–sheet. Finally, as already mentioned, proline is likely to be found in and to
be responsible for the tight–turns. Furthermore, proline and glycine are sometimes
known as “helix breakers” because they disrupt the regularity of the α–helical back-
bone conformation. However, these preferences are not strong enough to produce
a reliable method to predict the secondary structure of a protein from the amino
acids sequence alone.
1.4 The tertiary structure
The tertiary structure of a protein is its three–dimensional structure defined by
the atomic coordinates. Driven by the hydrophobic force, the polypeptide chain
folds upon itself and α–helices and β–sheets pack together to form the tertiary
structure of the protein. This structure is then stabilized by salt bridges between
polar amino acids and, in some cases, by strong disulfide bonds between cysteine
residues. According to the content of secondary structure elements it is possible
to distinguish between α–proteins, which are formed only by α–helices like myo-
globin, β–proteins, formed only by β–sheets such as the tenth type III module of
fibronectin, and α/β–proteins which contains both kinds of secondary structure
elements as for example protein G. The tertiary structure of more complex pro-
teins shows often several almost–independent domains, with their own secondary
structure, that interact to each other through Van der Waals forces.
Furthermore some proteins show a higher degree of structural complexity which
is called the quaternary structure. These proteins are formed by more polypeptide
chains which fold separately into their own tertiary structure and the quaternary
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structure refers to the arrangement of independent tertiary structural units in a
multi-subunit complex stabilized through surface interactions, such as formation of
the hemoglobin tetramer from myoglobin–like monomers. The subunits that asso-
ciate may be identical or not and their organization may or may not be symmetric.
Looking at the tertiary structure of a protein one can notice that there is an
important difference between the α–helices and the β–sheets: the former are local
structure while the latter are not because adjacent strands of a sheet can come from
sequentially distant segments of the chain. Thus, given the sequence of the amino
acids, it is easier to predict the formation of α–helices than the formation of β–
sheets. However, in purely antiparallel sheets, stretches that are sequentially next
to each other in the primary structure often form contiguous strands. An example
is constituted by the β–hairpin motif in which two antiparallel strands are linked
by a turn.
Protein secondary and tertiary structures are not independent of each other, but
rather interdependent. It seems likely that this interdependence is the molecular
origin of the extraordinary cooperativity of protein structural stability, which is
reflected in the observation that, in many proteins, secondary and tertiary structures
are lost concomitantly and in an all–or–none manner upon changes in environment
that disfavour the folded state, such as higher temperature or solvent additives.
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Chapter 2
Protein folding
The physical process by which a polypeptide chain reaches its characteristic
three–dimensional structure is named protein folding.
In the year 1952 Frederick Sanger determined the sequence of insulin thus prov-
ing beyond any doubt that, given a protein, it has a unique sequence of amino
acids [40]. From then on, many efforts have been done to understand the principles
that lead protein folding but a clear milestone has been set by Christian B. Anfinsen
which in 1961 showed that the protein ribonuclease can be reversibly denatured and
renatured in vitro [41]. This discovery leads Anfinsen to postulate the thermody-
namic hypothesis of protein folding (also known as the Anfinsen’s dogma) which
states that the protein amino acid sequence, by itself, contains all the information
necessary to define its three–dimensional shape. This amounts to say that, at the
environmental conditions at which folding occurs, the native structure is a unique,
stable and kinetically accessible minimum of the free energy. Uniqueness requires
that the free energy minimum corresponding to the native state is a global minimun
and that the sequence does not have any other configuration with a comparable free
energy. Stability means that small changes in the surrounding environment cannot
give rise to changes in the minimum configuration. This can be pictured as a free
energy surface that looks rather like a funnel with the native state in the bottom
of it and with the free energy surface around the native state rather steep and high
in order to provide stability. Finally, kinetical accessibility refers to the fact that
the path in the free energy surface from the unfolded to the folded state must be
reasonably smooth or, in other words, that the folding of the chain must not involve
highly complex changes in the shape.
Several experiments on thousands of proteins substantiated Anfinsen’s hypoth-
esis, thus confirming that protein folding is a spontaneous process and that it does
not require any specific cellular machinery or other mysterious biological factors.
Actually there are enzymes that promote disulfide interchange and proline cis–
trans isomerization. Furthermore there exist proteins, called chaperones, whose
function is to help other proteins to fold and to prevent their aggregation with
other proteins. For example GroEL/GroES chaperonin system forms a nano–cavity
in which the assisted protein can fold in isolation [42]. But the presence of this
complications does not change the previously depicted general picture because all
the information necessary to folding remains indeed contained in the amino acids
sequence and this makes folding of proteins particularly alluring to study.
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Given a particular chain of peptides, the problem of predicting a priori the final
three–dimensional native structure and how this is reached, is called the protein
folding problem. Though a great amount of work has been made, the protein folding
process remains still not completely understood and in 2005 Science named the
protein folding problem one of the 125 biggest unsolved problems in science [43].
It is also possible to define an inverse protein folding problem as the problem of
finding a particular amino acid sequence which folds into a given three–dimensional
shape with a given biological function. This latter problem has a great practical
importance due to the fact that its solution would allow to design proteins according
to their possible use.
This chapter is devoted to discuss the general features of protein folding ther-
modynamics and kinetics and to introduce many concepts that will be useful later
on in this thesis.
2.1 Phases and forces driving the folding
In other words, Anfinsen’s dogma defines protein folding as the reversible tran-
sition from a disordered ensemble, called the unfolded (or denatured) state, to a
uniquely folded structure called the folded (or native) state.
Proteins may be extracted from cells and studied in vitro under different tem-
peratures, pH, denaturant concentration, etc. [8]. At high temperatures and low
pH, the proteins unfold while they refold into their native shape upon restoring the
native environment.
In the native state, a protein is an exclusively ordered macroscopic system with
each of its atoms occupying a definite position, as in a crystal, but differing in
that the position of each of the atoms is unique relative to its neighboring atoms.
Therefore, a protein represents a new class of macroscopic systems with an aperiodic
order. Actually, in the eighties, it has become clear that the native form of a protein
is not simply a single state but rather a collection of states that are structurally very
similar but are separated by measurable energy barriers [44, 45]. Due to thermal
fluctuations, or driven by mechanical forces many proteins can dynamically move
in the set of these conformational substates. Such conformational changes have
implications on the attitude of a protein to bind other macromolecules [46]. Yet,
in a given macromolecule, only a subset of motions, typically involving large scale
vibrations or hinge–like movements, is important for biological function [47]: for
example activation or inactivation of enzymes relies on their conformational changes
and on structural modifications occurring at specific locations.
Most of the folding studies have focused exclusively on the native structure.
However, to understand the thermodynamics of folding, both sides of the folding
transition must be considered [48]. The unfolded phase is associated with an ensem-
ble of an enormous number of largely unrelated disordered microstates that rapidly
interconvert on a time scale which turns out to be of some picoseconds (thus being
much faster than the typical time scale of the folding which is of some microseconds
or longer). The completely unfolded state of a protein has usually been thought
to be properly described as a random coil. Indeed, in good solvent, the radius of
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gyration1, as determined by X–ray scattering or any one of a variety of physical
techniques, usually indicates a highly expanded polymer chain [8].
In addition to the previous two, another thermodynamic state can be considered:
the molten globule phase [49,50]. Under certain conditions, proteins can also exhibit
this phase which has some native secondary and tertiary structure but lacks well–
packed side chains. A scaling analysis of the thermodynamic properties of proteins of
various length suggests that the molten globule is indeed a distinct phase separated
by first order transitions from both the native and the unfolded state, although there
are interesting exceptions as, for example, α–lactalbumin which has a trasition from
the unfolded state to the molten globule phase that appears to be continuous [50].
Finally, it must be mentioned that when a protein fails to fold into the native
structure, it can reach a misfolded state. These misfolded proteins can aggregate
giving rise to the formation of amyloid fibrils which are believed to be the cause of
several neurodegenerative and other diseases [2, 3].
As already partially discussed in sections 1.3 and 1.4 the stability of proteins is
the result of residue–residue and residue–solvent interactions. All these interactions
are eventually electrostatic in origin but it is convenient to distinguish them into
Van der Waals interactions, salt bridges, disulfide bridges, hydrogen bonds and
hydrophobic forces.
Both salt and disulfide bridges are strong interactions between non contiguous
residues, the former is the interaction that can occur between opposite charged
groups while the latter can occur only between two cysteine residues. However the
number of salt bridges and disulfide bonds is generally small. Van der Waals forces
are instead quite weak and, furthermore, in aqueous solutions they should occur
not only between the protein groups but also between these groups and water and
they are usually supposed to be almost identical. If so, they would compensate each
other, and their overall contribution to the stabilization of protein structure would
be very small, if not zero. The same could be said about hydrogen bonding, since
protein residues can form hydrogen bonds not only between themselves but also
with water molecules and therefore it is usually assumed that they play a minor
role in stabilization2, although they are important in directing protein folding being
the cause of the secondary structure order (see section 1.3).
Therefore, by elimination, one reaches the conclusion that the stabilization of
the native structure is primarily due to the hydrophobic effect. It results in the
burial of the hydrophobic residues in the core of the protein and it is exemplified
by the fact that oil and a polar solvent like water do not mix because oil is not
able to form hydrogen bonds with the surrounding water. The hydrophobic effect
is possible only in presence of a polar solvent and it is known that proteins do not
fold in a nonpolar environment. Thus the hydrophobic interaction occupies, in the
life sciences, a position of importance comparable to any of the four fundamental
forces in the physical sciences but, unfortunately, the factors which give rise to the
hydrophobic effect are complex and still incompletely understood and we do not,
1In polymer physics the radius of gyration is used to describe the size of a polymer chain. It is
defined as R2g =
1
N
PN
k=1 (rk − rmean)2 where N is the number of monomers and rmean their mean
position.
2Here it is worth to clarify that also the hydrophobic effect is associated with hydrogen bonding
since it is due to a lack of hydrogen bonds, as it will be shown in the following paragraph.
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for example, really know its force range.
The hydrophobic effect has an entropic origin. At low temperatures, when a
nonpolar substance is brought into a polar solvent, like water, the latter tends to
form ordered cages around the nonpolar molecules [51] as shown in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Water
molecules around a
hydrophobic particle at
different temperature.
A possible mechanism for this ordering is that, while
a solvent molecule in solvent has a choice to form hydro-
gen bonds with any of its neighbors, a solvent molecule
close to a hydrophobic surface prefers to form hydro-
gen bonds with other similar molecules rather than to
“waste” these bonds by pointing toward the nonpolar
solute. If the surface of the nonpolar solute grows, the
amount of the ordering of the solvent increases, leading
a decrease in the total entropy. Instead enthalpy varia-
tions at room temperature are negligible and the conclu-
sion is that the state in which nonpolar compounds are
“packed” together is the thermodynamically favoured
state, having the smallest free energy. The ordering of
the solvent is however expected to melt away at suffi-
ciently high temperature and thus the hydrophobic effect
varies substantially with temperature.
Coming back to proteins, it is now possible to under-
stand the denaturation at high temperature. The loss
of the native state stability, under warm unfolding con-
ditions, is the result of the combined effect of the van-
ishing of the hydrophobic interaction and of the thermal
fluctuations of the polypeptide chain, which cause the
breaking of the other above mentioned bonds. What is
surprising however is the possibility of a melting of pro-
teins at low enough temperatures which is called cold
unfolding and which has been observed experimentally.
A possible reason for this phenomenon is that at low
enough temperatures the enthalpy decrease contribution
becomes relatively more important cancelling the benefit of increasing entropy by
segregating hydrophobic residues and making a swollen state of the chain more
stable than a folded structure which excludes the solvent [52].
2.2 Folding thermodynamics
The protein stability is defined as the free energy change ∆G between the folded
and unfolded states:
∆G = ∆H − T∆S ,
where T is the temperature and ∆H and ∆S are respectively the enthalpy and
entropy changes between the folded and unfolded states. Proteins become more
stable when the free energy difference between the unfolded and the native states
increases.
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Folding of the random–coil polypeptide chain into a unique conformation en-
tails a tremendous increase in the order of the macroscopic system and should be
related to a significant decrease of the entropy of the system. An entropy decrease is
thermodynamically unfavourable, so one would expect this entropy effect to be com-
pensated by the energy gained as a result of redistribution of various intramolecular
interactions between the protein groups and the environment. The final result is
that, for a typical protein, the global stability at room temperature is of the order of
about 10 kcal/mol (about 20 kBT for a protein of 100 residues) which is a small free
energy difference, being just the energy of a few hydrogen bonds. If this free energy
difference would be splitted between the various residues, as in the case of coopera-
tivity lack, then the folded structure would not be stable. It follows that a protein
has an ordered native structure only because it is a cooperative system. The role of
the cooperativity also explains why it is not enough for a heteropolymer to have a
unique folded conformation in order to be considered protein–like. A polymer with
a random sequence could have some lowest energy conformation and, under appro-
priate temperature and solvent conditions, it could eventually fold to this “native”
state. But this transition would be only weakly cooperative thus differing from the
folding transition of proteins. Moreover, unlike proteins, the “native state” of a
random sequence will be very sensitive to mutations. The mechanisms of protein
cooperativity are still not completely understood but they seem to be a peculiarity
of the aperiodic structure of proteins [53] because only such a structure seems to
provide the complex interlacing of short and long range interactions necessary for
cooperativity. As a consequence of the folding cooperativity the overall features of
protein folding thermodynamics are quite simple and it has been found3 that the
overwhelming majority of small proteins fold in all–or–none manner. Thus the fold-
ing reaction can be well modelled as a two–state transition between a random–coil
and the ordered native state.
2.3 Folding kinetics
Besides the prediction of the final structure of a protein starting from its amino
acids sequence, the protein folding problem involves also another relevant aspect
which is the time that the polypeptide chain needs to reach its final three–dimensional
shape. In the late 1960s, Levinthal formulated its famous paradox [4, 5, 54]: if a
protein folds by sequentially sampling all possible conformations, given the great
amount of degrees of freedom, folding would take an amount of time greater than
the life of the universe, even if the conformations are sampled at a rate of picosec-
onds. For example a chain of 100 residues with 3 degrees of freedom each (i.e. 3
possible combination of the dihedral angles of each residue), with a conformation
sampling rate of 1012 s−1, would need 1027 years to fold. Nevertheless, the fastest
proteins take about 10 µs to fold and the slowest ones take just some minutes.
It is likely that only those proteins chains that can fold in a short time were
chosen by evolution to function in the living cell but questions remains on which
3In general the principal way of exploring the thermodynamics properties is through delicate
calorimetry experiments that allow, for example, to measure the specific heat, but also other
methods, such as viscosimetry, Circular Dichroism (CD) and nuclear magretic resonance (NMR),
have contributed significantly.
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kind of mechanisms proteins adopt to overcome Levinthal’s paradox. Levinthal
himself proposed that a random conformational search does not occur, and the
proteins must, therefore, fold through a series of meta–stable intermediate states
which follow one another and drive the protein to the native state, i.e. a protein
follows a specific folding pathway to reach its native configuration.
In 1973 Ptitsyn proposed that protein folding proceeds through three sequential
steps. This model, which has been later called the framework model, postulates an
initial folding step from the unfolded chain to a pre–molten globule state in which
α–helices and β–sheets are already formed but they fluctuate around the native
position. This process should be quite fast, as confirmed by many experiments
and theoretical studies (for a more detailed discussion see the review by Finkelstein
and Galzitskaya and references therein [9]). In the second step these secondary
structure elements glue together in the molten globule state and finally, in the last
step, also the side chains order to form the completely native protein. To date, all
these folding steps and intemediates have been observed experimentally studying
the folding at biological conditions.
However, folding can also occur in the zone of thermodynamic equilibrium, where
the folded and the unfolded state have almost the same probability to occur, while
all the intemediates are unstable and thus do not accumulate. Besides, in 1990s
many simple single–domain proteins were found to fold very rapidly as two–state
systems without any detectable intermediates in a wide range of conditions [55].
Thus, for some proteins in a wide range of conditions and for the others in the
thermodynamic equilibrium zone, the folding kinetics looks like very simple since all
the properties of the native state are recovered simultaneously. The idea is thus that
the basic features of protein folding could be grasped with the investigation of folding
in the transition zone where the unnecessary complications given by the individual
behavior of each protein can be partially removed. Here it is possible to indirectly
study the folding transition state ensemble which is the ensemble of structures
corresponding to the saddle point in the free energy which separates the folded
and the unfolded states. The folded part of the transition state is called “folding
nucleus”. The modern perspective is that the folding proceeds via a nucleation and
growth mechanism [6] in which only the folding nucleus needs to form its native
contacts by “chance” and then the rest of folding process is downhill with the
polypeptide chain that attains fast its native structure by accretion. The evidence
of a specific nucleus or many nuclei in the early stages of the folding allows to draw
a close analogy between this process and the transformation of a vapor into a liquid.
The discussed cooperativity of the protein folding is thus similar to that exhibited
in first–order phase transitions.
2.3.1 Free energy landscape and reaction coordinates
Energetically the folding of a polypeptide can be seen from an energy landscape
point of view. For an N–atom system, the energy landscape is a hypersurface
in a 3N–dimensional space defined by the atomic coordinates with each point on
the landscape corresponding to a single set of them. For a protein the number of
coordinates is too big to be treated and to extract some useful thermodynamical and
dynamical information. Thus the possibility of distinguishing the various phases of
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the system and of getting the basic features of protein dynamics is connected to an
accurate selection of some suitable macroscopic observable of which the free energy
will be a function. These observables are named reaction coordinates and, within
this picture, the free energy at a given value of the reaction coordinate depends on
the enthalpy and the entropy of the ensemble of microscopic states with that value of
the reaction coordinate. In recent theoretical literature the number of native residue
or the end–to–end length of the protein are often used as reaction coordinates.
However, the proper selection of the reaction coordinates is highly nontrivial and
still an unresolved issue. Furthermore the protein folding properties should be
better described by a multidimensional free energy landscape which depends on
more reaction coordinates.
The free energy landscape turns out to be a very useful tool in displaying and
conceptualizing the phases of a protein. Given a particular value X of the reaction
coordinate x, the quantity e−G(X)/kBT is proportional to the probability that the
microscopical conformation of the polypeptide chain has x = X. Thus, the same
quantity is also proportional to the time that the system spends with x = X. The
thermodynamic states can thus be associated with the basins of the local free energy
minima and the depth of each minimum shall be related to the temporal persistence
of the corresponding phase, i.e. to its stability. At the thermodynamic equilibrium
point, the free energies of the native and unfolded basins are equal because of a
balance between the few low energy conformation of the former and the enormous
number of largely unrelated disordered microstates of the latter.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the free energy landscape of a two–state folder (a) and
of a protein with an intermediate state (b) as a function of the reaction coordinate
x. U represents the unfolded state, N the native state, TS the transition state and
I an intermediate.
Two common and schematic representation of free energy landscapes as a func-
tion of some reaction coordinate x are shown in figure 2.2.
A final remark is necessary: the energy landscape of a protein is not only an
inherent property of the protein, but it is to a great extent also influenced by the
surrounding environment. Changes in temperature and denaturant concentration
of the solution in which the protein is immersed are then reflected in changes in the
free energy profile.
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2.3.2 Folding Funnels
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Joseph Bryngelson and Peter Wolynes, inspired
by the statistical mechanics of spin glasses, proposed that, in native conditions, pro-
teins have globally “funneled energy landscapes”, similar to that shown in figure 2.3,
with the energy of the native conformation at the bottom of this funnel [56].
Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the folding funnel.
This “folding funnel” landscape allows the protein to fold to the native state
through any of a large number of pathways and intermediates, rather than being
restricted to a single mechanism. For most of the proteins, the folding funnel is not
smooth but it has many energy barriers and local free energy minima in which pro-
teins can also get “stuck”, leading to misfolded states characterized by the presence
of favorable but non–native interactions. In order to avoid these “kinetic traps”
and to allow a fast kinetics, the degree of ruggedness of the funnel cannot be too
great. However proteins have twenty different types of amino acids with different
binding affinities, many degree of freedom and steric constraints and a large degree
of frustration would then be expected a priori from a comparison with classical
spin glasses (which have many low–energy states separated by high barriers). To
rule out this scenario, the principle of minimal frustration has been introduced by
Bryngelson and Wolynes themselves. This principle says that natural selection has
chosen and improved amino acid sequences so that the undesired interactions be-
tween amino acids along the folding pathway are reduced in order to have a smoother
funnel landscape and making the acquisition of the folded state a very fast process.
This idea is radically implemented by an entire class of physical model for protein
folding, called Go¯–models [19], in which only native interactions are assumed to
exist.
2.3.3 Folding and unfolding rates
For proteins with a two–states behavior, the transition state instability deter-
mines the folding (kf) and unfolding (ku) rates, which, according to conventional
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theory, follows the Kramers’ formula [57]:
kf = k0 e
−(GTS−GU)/kBT , (2.1)
ku = k0 e−(GTS−GN)/kBT , (2.2)
where GTS, GU and GN are the free energy of the transition, unfolded and native
state, respectively, as shown in figure 2.4 and k0 would be the transition rate from
the folded to the unfolded phase in the absence of the free energy barrier.
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Figure 2.4: Free energy of the native (N), unfolded (U) and transition (TS) state.
Experimentally one measures the relaxation of a mixture of unfolded and folded
proteins, after changing the denaturant concentration. The relaxation rate is given
by (kf + ku) as a function of the denaturant concentration. One thus obtains a plot
like that in figure 2.5, called “chevron” plot for its characteristic V–shape.
Figure 2.5: Typical “chevron” plot of a protein folding experiment: observed rate
as a function of the denaturant concentration D. The linear behavior of the rates
allows extrapolation to zero denaturant conditions.
Folding and unfolding rates dominate the observed relaxation rates respectively
below and above the denaturation midpoint. This gives rise to the terminology of
folding and unfolding arms for the limbs of the chevron. In a two–state model,
the logarithm of the folding and unfolding rates is assumed to depend linearly on
the denaturant concentration according to two parameter mf and mu, respectively
called the folding and unfolding m–values (the slopes of dashed lines in figure 2.5).
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One of the few universal features of protein folding kinetics is that the logarithm
of the folding rate has a simple linear correlation with the relative contact order [58]
(RCO) which is the average separation along the sequence of residues that make
contacts in the three–dimensional native structure, divided by the total number
of residues. Many studies have shown similar good correlation also with other
structural parameters of the native state such as for example the absolute contact
order [55] (ACO, equal to RCO times the number of residues). The important role
of the native state topology can be understood by considering that the formation of
contacts between residues that are distant along the sequence has a great entropic
cost, because it greatly reduces the number of conformations available, and thus it
is less likely. Therefore the basic idea is that proteins with a simpler topology are
faster to fold.
2.3.4 Transition state ensemble
As already partially discussed, the transition state ensemble is the ensemble of
states which correspond to the saddle point of the free energy between the folded and
the unfolded state and which contain one or more folding nuclei. These states have,
by definition, the same probability of folding or unfolding. The free energy barrier
which separates the unfolded and the folded basins has an entropic origin; it arises
from incomplete cancellation of the entropy loss upon forming the folding nucleus
and the enthalpy gain of making the nucleus. For the folding kinetics, the nucleus
acts as a bottleneck composed of a still relatively large number of configurations
which are on the edge between the folded and unfolded basins of attraction.
A theoretical way of determining directly the transition state ensemble is using
the folding probability method, thereby avoiding ambiguities associated with the
choice of a reaction coordinate. The folding probability pfold of a conformation is
the probability to fold, leaving from such a conformation, without recrossing back
to the unfolded basin. The transition state ensemble is then defined by selecting
conformations that have the same probability of reaching first either the native or
the unfolded state, that is, those configurations that have pfold = 1/2.
There is also an experimental method to study the nature of the transition state
ensemble which is based on the φ–value analysis [59, 7] introduced by Fersht. The
basic idea entails the substitution, through protein engineering, of amino acids in
different positions of a protein with other amino acids. Monitoring the resulting
changes in the stability of the native state and in the kinetics of folding, it is
possible to find those residues partecipating to the folding nucleus as those residue
whose mutations affects the folding rate by changing the transition state stability
as strongly as that of the native protein. φ–values are defined as follows:
φ =
∆ ln kf
∆ lnK
,
where K = kf/ku is the folding–unfolding equilibrium constant.
According to Fersht’s interpretation, a residue which participates in the same
interactions in both the native and the transition states would ideally have φ = 1,
whereas a residue with φ = 0 is likely to be unstructured in the transition state.
The values φ ≈ 1/2 are ambiguous and can be interpreted in two different ways:
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either the residue is at the surface of the nucleus, making native interactions with
only half of the neighboring residues, or it belongs or not to the folding nucleus
according to different folding pathways. Finally, it is worth to note that the values
φ < 0 and φ > 1, which are in principle inconsistent with the model of a native–like
folding nucleus, can occur even if they are extremely rare. They are due to the
fact that experimental errors can be high in measuring equilibrium stability as well
the folding and unfolding rates in water for the wild–type protein and mutants.
The necessity of extrapolating φ–values in pure water from measurements made
in solutions containing denaturants adds uncertainty to the reported values. When
the stability difference between the native and mutant protein are low, experimental
error can be very large. Unusual φ–values outside the [0, 1] range may arise from
these errors rather than illustrating deviations from the conditions assumed by the
method [60].
The theoretical and experimental investigation of nucleation mechanism is far
from being completed, for example it is still not completely clear how big the folding
nucleus must be. Furthermore proteins with different amino acid sequences but
similar three–dimensional structure have similar folding nuclei but also this rule is
not always true and has several exceptions [9].
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Chapter 3
Mechanical unfolding of
proteins
In the last fifteen years modern experimental techniques, as atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) [10] or laser optical tweezers (LOT) [11], have been developed and
have allowed the microscopic manipulation of biomolecules, not only proteins but
also RNA and DNA fragments. The main advantage of these techniques is their
ability to separate out the fluctuations of a single molecule from the ensemble aver-
age behavior observed in traditional biochemical–biophysical experiments. Exerting
a mechanical force, it is possible to induce unfolding of the molecule and to measure
the binding forces responsible for the stability of biomolecules and/or to explore the
unfolding pathways and the possible intermediate states.
Nowadays AFM and LOT have proved to be very useful tools to investigate
folding and refolding of protein but one could argue about the the fact that me-
chanical unfolding kinetic properties may be different from thermal and chemical
ones since they are pathway dependent and the pathways may differ in the two
cases. Unfortunately experiments have shown that this is the case [12]. Differences
arise from the fact that temperature and chemical denaturants have a global effect
on an entire protein while the force is applied locally to the termini and thus the
protein always starts to unravel at its termini.
Furthermore, cysteine engineering allows to pull the molecule along different
pulling directions [61,62] or to study the unfolding properties of a polyprotein where
each module is connected to the neighboring ones through different points of force
application [62]. Experiments showed that mechanical stability of a protein may
be very different (even an order of magnitude) according to the pulling direction.
The pronounced effect of pulling direction on protein stability may be explained as
follows: if a chain is pulled along the direction of hydrogen bonds, then the unfolding
is akin to unzipping, but when force is applied perpendicular to this direction, the
unfolding is akin to shearing. The force needed to break hydrogen bonds in the
latter case should be larger than in the former one.
Finally, the mechanical manipulation of biomolecules became important also in
conjunction with fluctuation relations that describe the behavior of a system driven
out–of–equilibrium. In fact, most manipulation experiments are actually performed
by switching the system faster than its slowest relaxation rate and therefore in out–
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of–equilibrium conditions. Working out–of–equilibrium normally does not allow to
obtain equilibrium information from experimental data but there exist relations
such as Crooks equality [63] and Jarzynski equality [64] that make it possible to
extract equilibrium properties of the system, such as the thermodynamic free energy
differences, from non equilibrium experiments based on the measure of the work
done on the system.
3.1 Experimental techniques
The atomic force microscope and the optical tweezers allow two different kind
of protocols: in the constant velocity protocol the distance between the molecule
termini is increased at a constant velocity. The increasing force is applied to the
protein until it unfolds and the force abruptly drops down. When this is done with
an engineered protein composed of several domains which fold in an all–or–none
fashion, the outcome of the experiment results in a typical sawtooth pattern in the
force–extension curve (see for example reference [65]), where each peak is attributed
to the breakage of a folded domain. However, many proteins mechanically unfold via
intermediates and, in these cases, the force–extension curve can present a “hump”
and/or a specific peak due to the unravelling of some secondary structure element
(see for example references [66, 67]). Typical rupture forces are in between 10 and
600 pN [68] where the upper limit is not far from rupturing covalent bonds.
The atomic force microscope and the optical tweezers can be used also in a
constant force protocol. In this kind of experiments a force–clamp technique, based
on a feedback system, is used to control the magnitude of the force acting on the
protein. In this case, instead of the force–extension curve, one studies the time
dependence of the end–to–end distance which is typically stepwise (see for example
references [69,12]).
In AFM one terminal of a biomolecule is anchored to a gold substrate while
the other terminal is attached to a force sensor and the biomolecule is stretched by
increasing the distance between the surface and the force sensor by moving at a con-
stant velocity v either the cantilever or the surface, depending on the experimental
apparatus (constant velocity protocol) [65,68]. The force sensor is a cantilever with
stiffness k, and the force f experienced by the molecule is obtained by measuring
the cantilever bending δx by a laser and applying Hooke’s law f = kδx. The spring
constant of the cantilever tip is typically k = 10÷ 103 pN/nm and the resolution is
generally of few pN, thus AFM is an ideal tool for studying relatively strong inter
and intra–molecular interactions. The operating principle of LOT is similar but
instead of being anchored to the substrate and the cantilever, the molecule is held
by two micro–sized polystyrene or silica beads [68]. The radiation pressure from a
focused laser beam is able to optically trap one of these beads. Since the trapping
potential is harmonic, the force acting on the bead could again be expressed by
f = kδx where δx measures the deviation from the trap center and k is the stiffness
constant of the trap which has a typical value of k = 10−3 ÷ 10−1 pN/nm. Thus
the force resolution of LOT is at least 10 times better than AFM, but LOT is also
less sensitive to changes in extension and this could mask minor unfolding events
like short–lived intermediates. This method entails also the use of DNA molecules
as molecular handles to manipulate individual proteins or polyproteins between the
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two beads. These handles can have different lengths, they function as spacers be-
tween the protein and the beads and keep the interactions between the tethering
surfaces to a minimum, thus allowing to study protein folding in the physiologically
relevant low–force regime [70].
3.2 Kinetic theory
In these kind of experiments the end–to–end length L of the protein is directly
measurable or controlled by instrumentation. L thus results to be a very well
defined reaction coordinate to describe the mechanical unfolding process, which
makes comparison with theory and simulations easier. The theoretical framework
for understanding the effect of external constant force on unfolding rate was first
discussed by Bell in 1978 [71] and later extended by Evans and Ritchie to deal with
the case in which the force increases linearly with time [72,73].
-
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Figure 3.1: Free energy profile of a protein in the absence and in the presence of a
constant pulling force f .
The free energy profile as a function of the end–to–end length G(L) is tilted to
G(f ;L) = G(L) − fL when a constant force is applied to the molecule ends (see
figure 3.1). Assuming that the force does not change the distance xu between the
native state (N) and transition state (TS), one obtains that
GTS(f)−GN(f) = GTS(0)−GN(0)− fxu ,
where GTS(0) and GN(0) are the free energy in the absence of force of the transition
state and the native state respectively, and xu can be regarded as the width of
the potential barrier. Inserting the above relation into Kramers’ formula 2.1, Bell
obtained the following unfolding rate constant:
ku(f) = ku(0) efxu/kBT , (3.1)
where ku(0) is the unfolding rate constant in the absence of force. It is worth noting
that the unfolding rate grows exponentially with the force, which is the hallmark
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of the phenomenological Bell’s model. An analogous reasoning results in a similar
expression for the refolding rate:
kf(f) = kf(0) e
−fxf/kBT , (3.2)
where kf(0) is the refolding rate constant in the absence of force and xf is the dis-
tance between the transition state and the unfolded state. Using these equations
and the force dependence of folding/refolding rates, it is possible to find the position
of the transition state in the free energy profile of figure 3.1. Furthermore, using
equation 3.1, it is possible to obtain an expression for the distribution of unfolding
time conditioned to the constant force f , P (t | f). Let us consider that the proba-
bility n(t) that the protein is still in the native state at time t can be calculated by
solving the differential equation
dn(t)
dt
= −ku(f)n(t) , (3.3)
where we have assumed the refolding rate to be negligible. By noting that P (t | f)dt =
−dn(t) and using the boundary condition n(0) = 1, it follows that the distribution
of unfolding time has a negative exponential behavior:
P (t | f) = ku(f) e−t ku(f) . (3.4)
Instead, assuming that the force increases linearly with time, f = rt (where r is
a constant rate) and making the same Bell’s assumption regarding the barrier width
xu, Evans and Ritchie [72,73] obtained an expression for the force distribution and
for the most likely rupture force. Using equations 3.1 and 3.3 with f = rt, it follows:
n(t) = exp
{
kBT
rxu
ku(0)
(
1− ertxu/kBT
)}
. (3.5)
One can relate the distribution of rupture forces conditional to the rate r, P (f∗ | r),
to the survival probability n(t) = n(f/r) by noting that
P (f∗ | r) df∗ = −dn(f∗/r) = −dn(t)
dt
dt . (3.6)
Inserting equation 3.5 into equation 3.6, one obtains:
P (f∗ | r) = ku(f
∗)
r
exp
{
kBT
rxu
[ku(0)− ku(f∗)]
}
. (3.7)
Finally, maximizing the above expression, it is possible to find the most likely
rupture force frupt.:
frupt. =
kBT
xu
ln
(
rxu
kBT ku(0)
)
. (3.8)
In the constant velocity protocol it is often fair to assume r = kv and extensive
AFM experiments [74] have confirmed the logarithmic dependence of mean rupture
force on the pulling speed, 〈f∗〉 ∼ ln v.
As already mentioned, the major shortcoming of previous arguments is that
xu does not depend on the external force, while a careful look at figure 3.1 shows
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that in general this is not the case. Hummer and Szabo [75] proposed a more
sophisticated but still analytically tractable procedure. In this theory, by applying
the Kramers theory of diffusive barrier crossing [57] to a simple model free–energy
surface, it is possible to extract not only ku(0) and xu but also the free energy
difference, ∆Gu = GTS(0) − GN(0), between the transition state and the native
state in the absence of external force. In the limit ∆Gu →∞ this theory reduces to
the phenomenological approach and predicts that at relatively high pulling speed1
〈f∗〉 ∼ (ln v)1/2. At the same time, Dudko et al. [76] proposed a model that allows
to extract the critical force at which the barrier to rupture vanishes, the free energy
of activation and a parameter proportional to the diffusion constant. Their theory
predicts that 〈f∗〉 ∼ (ln v)2/3. Thus all these theories are in disagreement and one
may suspect that they are valid in different regimes. More recently, Szabo and
coworkers [77] have developed an approach that casts the phenomenological and
microscopic theories in a unified framework. Assuming a single–well free energy
surface, they found a formula for the unfolding rate under a constant force f , that
reproduces the above theories and the Bell equation depending on the value of an
exponent ν:
ku(f) = ku(0)
(
1− ν xuf
∆Gu
)1/ν−1
exp
{
∆Gu
kBT
[
1−
(
1− ν xuf
∆Gu
)1/ν]}
. (3.9)
In the case ν = 1 the above expression reduces to the Bell expression 3.1. If U0 (x)
is the potential energy along the pulling direction x in the absence of external
force, the values of ν = 1/2 and ν = 2/3 correspond respectively to assume a cusp
potential
U0 (x) =
{
∆Gu
(
x
xu
)2
, for x < xu ,
−∞ , for x ≥ xu ,
(3.10)
or a linear–cubic potential
U0 (x) =
3 ∆Gu
2
x
xu
− 2 ∆Gu
(
x
xu
)3
. (3.11)
According to this theory, when f = rt, the distribution of rupture forces is
P (f∗ | r) = ku(f
∗)
r
exp
{
kBT
rxu
[
ku(0)− ku(f∗)
(
1− ν xuf
∗
∆Gu
)1/ν−1]}
, (3.12)
and the mean rupture force is
〈f∗〉 ∼= ∆Gu
νxu
{
1−
[
kBT
∆Gu
ln
kBT ku(0) e(∆Gu/kBT )+γ
rxu
]ν}
, (3.13)
1 Qualitatively, Hummer and Szabo found three pulling regimes predicted by their theory. In an
intermediate range of pulling velocities, in which experiments are typically conducted, the average
force depends approximately linearly on the logarithm of the pulling velocity. Below, the average
rupture force becomes linearly dependent on the pulling speed, and in the above regime, the force
at rupture grows as (ln v)1/2.
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where γ ' 0.577 is the Euler–Mascheroni constant. If the free energy barrier ∆Gu
is large compared to kBT , then the contribution of γ is negligible and in the phe-
nomenological limit ν → 1, equations 3.7 and 3.8 are recovered. It is appealing to
analytically continue ν in the above expressions to all ν and thus ν can be used as
an additional fitting parameter to find the best agreement with experiments.
In the derivation of both phenomenological and microscopic models, the adia-
batic assumption, equation 3.3, has been implicitly used. This is valid if the pulling
rate r is low enough, so that the system ruptures when the activation energy is
still large. At extreme pulling speeds or external forces, the adiabatic approxima-
tion breaks down and the above theories become inapplicable [75]. If this adiabatic
approximation is indeed valid and f(t) = rt, then the product r lnn[t(f)] as a
function of f is independent of r [78]. In this case, the following relation between
the constant force experiments (measuring ku(f)) and constant speed experiments
(measuring P (f | r)) has been established [77],
ku(f) =
r P (f | r)
1− ∫ f0 P (f ′ | r)df ′ . (3.14)
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Chapter 4
The Wako–Saitoˆ–Mun˜oz–Eaton
model and its generalization for
mechanical unfolding
Although no method exists that can reliably predict the three–dimensional struc-
ture of a protein from its amino acids sequence, many plausible models have at-
tempted to describe protein folding. Some of them, called phenomenological models,
generally aim to solve the Levinthal’s paradox. Examples of this kind of models are
the nucleation–growth models [6] and the framework model [13] already discussed
in section 2.3, the diffusion–collision model [14] and the jigsaw puzzle model [15].
However, more recently, many coarse–grained [19,20,21,22,23] and all–atom [16,
17,18,79] models have been developed and have made possible to simulate the folding
of proteins at a greater level of details. The success of these simulations came partly
from the enhanced power of computers and partly from a better knowledge of the
general principles of protein folding. Knowledge that, on the other hand, have been
greatly improved by these models.
In principle, molecular dynamics all–atom simulations can be used to obtain
information concerning the detailed protein folding kinetics. Nevertheless, there
are strong limitations given by the computational power available and by the fact
that the force fields used are not known to a sufficient extent. As a consequence,
nowadays simulations no longer than few µs can be performed. However all–atom
simulations have been quite successful to study the function of proteins involved in
biological short–time processes [80] or to study unfolding under special conditions,
such as for example high temperature, that reduce the time involved by several or-
ders of magnitude. Other studies deal with very small fragments of the polypeptide
chain, so that the conformation space is small enough to manage simulations on the
right time scale.
To overcome the problem connected to all–atom simulations, models with a
simplified description of the protein can be used [23]. These models usually reduce
the number of degrees of freedom of the polypeptide chain by coarse–graining, i.e.
by gathering together groups of atoms in fewer particles which interact through
specific interactions. Many levels of coarse–graining can be adopted but one of the
usual choices is to describe each amino acid as a single particle centered around
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its Cα atom. Another simplification relies on the use of sampling strategies, such
as Monte Carlo techniques, that allow an exploration of protein conformational
space that is faster and more efficient than that provided by molecular dynamics.
Next, one can still decide whether to use a continuous (off–lattice) or a lattice
based representation. A very interesting type of lattice model have been introduced
by Go¯ and Taketomi [19] in 1978. They did not attempt to predict the native
structure from the amino acid sequence but, instead, they try to elucidate the main
features of folding assuming a target structure and by assuming that only amino
acid pairs which interact in the ground state interact at all. This assumption biases
the folding towards the native state by eliminating the frustration due to non–native
interactions and, by imposing a sufficiently large energy gap between the unfolded
and the folded state, it allows to reproduce the two–state behavior.
An alluring case of intrinsically cooperative simple model is represented by the
Wako–Saitoˆ–Mun˜oz–Eaton (WSME) model. This model was first introduced by
Wako and Saitoˆ in 1978 [24, 25] and then forgotten for some time until Mun˜oz,
Eaton and coworkers proposed it again in the late 1990s [26,27,28].
Equilibrium thermodynamics of this model can be solved exactly [29]. The
model has remarkable equilibrium properties [81] and it successfully describes the
kinetics of protein folding [82, 83, 84, 85]. More recently a generalized version of
the model has been proposed, which permits to reproduce the general features
of mechanical unfolding [30, 86] and, through Monte Carlo simulations, to obtain
(for some already widely studied proteins and RNA fragments) unfolding pathways
which are consistent with results of experiments and/or of simulations made with
more detailed models [87,88,89,90]. The model has also been used with success to
study folding equilibrium and kinetics and to mimic mutations of a small ankyrin
repeat protein [91] and a modified version of it has been applied to the study of
the conformational dynamics of photoactive yellow protein [92]. Furthermore, the
model have even found applications in the study of amyloid aggregation [93] and in
problems of strained epitaxy [94].
4.1 The model
The WSME model is a Go¯–like model which aims to describe the protein folding
process assuming to know the native structure of the protein and that only native
interactions exist. It is also an Ising–like model in the sense that residues can have
only two states, native or non–native, with energy favoring the native state and
entropy favoring the non–native state.
In this model, a given N residues protein is described by a sequence of N binary
variables mk, with k numbered from the N–terminus to the C–terminus. The
variable mk is equal to 1 if the k–th residue is in the native configuration while it is
equal to 0 otherwise. For the k–th residue, to be in the native configuration means
that the respective dihedral angles, φk and ψk, have a value equal (or at least close)
to the value that they have in the native structure. As discussed in section 1.2, the
pair (φk, ψk) cannot assume any value on the torus (−pi, pi]×(−pi, pi] but it is limited
by the allowed regions of the Ramachandran map. In any case, the disordered state
allows a much larger area than the native conformation and the model deals with
this fact by assigning an entropic cost qk to the ordering of k–th residue.
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Two residues interact only if they and all residues between them are native and
only if they are in contact in the native structure, i.e. they have at least a pair
of atoms which are closer than a given threshold length1 in the native structure
available in the Protein Data Bank [37]. Then, if residues i and j are in contact in
the native structure, a negative energy −εij and a contact matrix element ∆ij = 1
are associated to them, while ∆ij = 0 if the two residues are not in contact. An
usual choice for the parameters εij is to define them, according to the prescription of
Mun˜oz and Eaton [28], as εij = kε, where ε is a parameter that must be determined
through comparison with experiments, k is an integer such that 5(k−1) < nat 6 5k,
and nat is the number of pairs of atoms in contact between i-th and j-th amino acids.
In the following this prescription will be used but it must be noticed that it is not
the only one. For example one can choose the εij to be proportional to the number
of atoms in contact between i-th and j-th residue (εij = natε) or they can be even
treated as random variables [95].
The Hamiltonian of the model, or, more precisely, its configuration dependent
free energy, reads:
H(m) = −
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
εij∆ij
j∏
k=i
mk − kBT
N∑
i=1
qi(1−mi) , (4.1)
where m = {mk} is a given configuration and T is the absolute temperature. The
meaning of the product
∏j
k=imk is to require that two residues i and j (which have
∆ij = 1 and εij > 0) contribute to the lowering of the free energy only if they and
all the residues between them are native. The presence of this kind of terms makes
the WSME model extremely cooperative, allowing a good mimicking of the all–or–
none transition typical of protein two–state behavior. The form of equation 4.1 also
clearly shows that the WSME model is a one–dimensional model with long–range,
many–body interactions.
4.1.1 Exact Solution of the model
This section shows how to obtain the exact solution of the WSME model follow-
ing the treatment of Bruscolini and Pelizzola [29] that is based on a transfer matrix
approach. The equilibrium problem can be stated as the problem of evaluating the
partition function
Z =
∑
m1=0,1
∑
m2=0,1
. . .
∑
mN=0,1
e−βH({mk}) =
∑
m∈{0,1}N
e−βH(m) , (4.2)
where β = 1/kBT , as a function of the free parameters of the model. The ensemble
averages of the most interesting observables are indeed related to manipulations of
the total free energy F = −kBT lnZ. As it is clear from equation 4.2, Z is defined
by adding together a number of Boltzmann weights which grows exponentially in
the number N of residues as 2N . This makes the calculation of Z not trivial when
N is already in the order of few tens. However the WSME model has remarkable
mathematical properties which makes the computation of Z treatable even at a
greater number of degrees of freedom N .
1in the following a threshold length of 4 A˚ will be always assumed.
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It is here convenient to introduce the concept of native stretch which will be
repeatedly used in the rest of this thesis. A native stretch from residue i to residue
j is defined as a sequence of native residues delimited by the two non–native residues
i and j. Using the quantity
Sij = (1−mi)
(
j−1∏
k=i+1
mk
)
(1−mj) , (4.3)
which is equal to 1 if the sequence of residues from i to j is a native stretch and is 0
otherwise, and setting the boundary conditions m0 = mN+1 = 0 and q0 = qN+1 = 0
it is possible to rewrite the Hamiltonian 4.1 as
H ({Sij}) = −
N∑
i=0
N+1∑
j=i+1
hijSij , (4.4)
where
hij ≡ −χij − kBTqi , (4.5)
and
χij =
j−2∑
r=i+1
j−1∑
s=r+1
εrs∆rs , (4.6)
is minus the energy of the native stretch from i–th to j–th residue. The original
one–dimensional problem has thus been mapped to a two–dimensional one, where
the state of the system is defined by the values of the variables Sij which select
the native stretches. This new variables can be associated to the triangular–shaped
portion of the square lattice defined by 0 ≤ i < j ≤ N + 1.
As shown in figure 4.1 the new variables are not all independent. Once given
Sij = 1, it follows that Sir = 0 for ∀ r 6= j, Srj = 0 for ∀ r 6= i, Srs = 0 for
∀ r, s / i < r < s < j. Thus, the condition Sij = 1 determines the state of not
only row j but also of the k–th row, with i < k < j. In this way the feasibility of
the transfer matrix approach becomes evident. In fact, looking at figure 4.1, row
j can assume only j states according to where it has a filled circle (or a square).
Let’s define the state of row j with a vector vjk, where k = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1 points at
the position of the filled circle (or the square). In components (vjk)l = δl,k+1. The
transfer matrix from row j to row j − 1 is defined by its action on vector vjk:
Qj−1j (λ) v
j
k = v
j−1
k for 0 ≤ k < j − 1 , (4.7)
Qj−1j (λ) v
j
j−1 =
j−2∑
k=0
λ(j−k−2)wk,j−1 v
j−1
k , (4.8)
where wk,j−1 = exp [−βhk,j−1]. In the second equation, each term of the sum
indicates that a native stretch from k to j − 1 is introduced with its Boltzmann
weight wk,j−1. λ is a dummy variable whose exponent takes into account the number
of native residues of the new native stretch. Qj−1j (λ) is a (j − 1) × j matrix with
elements [
Qj−1j (λ)
]
lm
= δlm + δmj λ(m−l−1) exp [−βhl−1,m−1] . (4.9)
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Figure 4.1: Two–dimensional description of the configuration of a protein with
N = 11 residues and m2 = m5 = m10 = 0 and mk = 1 for the other residues. Filled
circles represent Sij = 1, empty circles Sij = 0. Squares show that a filled circle in
line j determines the state of all lines k with i < k < j.
Now it is possible to calculate the partition function of the model as Z = Z(λ = 1),
where
Z(λ) = Q12(λ)Q23(λ) . . . QN+1N+2(λ) vN+2N+1 =
N∑
j=0
Zj λ
j . (4.10)
The terms Zj in the above expression are the contribution to the partition function
coming from those configurations with a fixed number j of native residues. It is
thus possible, from these terms, to obtain the free energy landscape as a function
of the number of native residues as F (j) = −kBT lnZj . If we now rewrite λ as eµ,
its meaning becomes more clear; in fact µ can be seen as a chemical potential.
4.2 WSME model and mechanical unfolding
In this section it is shown how the WSME model can be modified to deal with the
problem of protein mechanical unfolding. To achieve this goal, the new Hamiltonian
is defined as the sum of the interaction term of the old Hamiltonian 4.1, and of
a potential energy term V (L) which depends on the end–to–end length L of the
protein and which takes into account the presence of a pulling external force
H = −
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
εij∆ij
j∏
k=i
mk + V (L) . (4.11)
Thus, a necessary step towards the generalization of the model has to handle
with an appropriate description of the end–to–end length. This is done following
the idea that, given a particular configuration of the protein, its end–to–end length
can be obtained as the vector sum of the lengths of its various native stretches.
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Given a native stretch from i–th to j–th residue (Sij = 1), its length lij is obtained
from the three–dimensional structure of the native state as the distance between
the Cα atoms of residues i and j. Again the boundary conditions m0 = mN+1 = 0
are set; if a native stretch (Sij = 1) starts with i = 0 or (and) ends at j = N + 1,
one considers the position of the nitrogen at the N–terminus or (and) of the carbon
at the C–terminus. In the limiting cases j = i+1 and i = 0, j = N+1 the length lij
represents respectively the distance between two consecutive amino acids and the
end–to–end length of the protein. The direction, with respect to the force direction,
of the stretch is instead determined by introducing a new unit–vector variable ~σij .
The end–to–end length of the molecule reads
~L({~σij}) =
N∑
i=0
N+1∑
j=i+1
lij Sij ~σij . (4.12)
It is easy to verify that the number of native stretches of a given configuration
{mk} is equal to 1 plus the number of mk that are equal to zero (m0 and mN+1
excluded), that is 1 +
∑N
i=1(1−mi).
Coming to the issue of the stretch orientations, in the following, with the aim
of keeping the model as simple as possible, only two possibilities are considered:
parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the external force. A spin variable σij is
thus associated to the rigid stretch from i-th to j-th residues, taking the values +1
and −1 for the above two preferences respectively.
It is maybe interesting to note, before going on, that in the original version of
the model, the binary variables {mk} were not associated with the residues but
with the bonds connecting them and the length lij , for example, was the distance
between the midpoint of the Ci−1 and Ni atoms and the midpoint of the Cj and
Nj+1 atoms. The principal reason for which it is better to associate the binary
variable with the residues is that the maximum end–to–end length, which is the
length of the completely unfolded, fully extended configuration2,
Lmax =
N∑
i=0
li,i+1 , (4.13)
matches with the experimental value, while in the case of the original choice it is
shorter of about 15–20%. In fact the distance between two consecutive Cα atoms
of the chain remains the same for any configuration of the dihedral angles while the
distance between the midpoint of the Ci−1 and Ni atoms and the midpoint of the
Cj and Nj+1 atoms depends on the angles φi and ψi. Thus the right bending point
on which to build a polypeptide chain configuration are the Cα atoms.
As discussed in the previous chapter, experiments usally deal with two different
protocols to pull a protein: a constant velocity protocol or a constant force one. In
the rest of this chapter the latter protocol will be taken into account and it will
be shown as in this case it is still possible to solve the model exactly. In this case,
the coupling to the external constant force f is expressed through the potential
2One could argue about the fact that Lmax is the maximum of the end–to–end length of a
protein described through this model. However simple considerations involving triangle inequality
allow to conclude that this is actually the case.
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V (L) = −f L. Denoting with m = {mk} a given state of the residue variables and
with σ = {σij} a given state of the spin variables, the Hamiltonian reads
H(m,σ; f) = −
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
εij∆ij
j∏
k=i
mk − f
N∑
i=0
N+1∑
j=i+1
lij Sij σij . (4.14)
Since the end–to–end length contributes linearly to the Hamiltonian and the
variables σij do not interact among themselves, it is possible to obtain an effective
Hamiltonian which has the same structure of the Hamiltonian 4.1 of the initial
model and therefore the equilibrium thermodynamics is exactly solvable also in this
case. In fact one can perform the sum on the σ variables in the partition function
Z(f) =
∑
m∈{0,1}N
∑
σ ∈O(m)
e−βH(m,σ;f) =
∑
m∈{0,1}N
e−βHeff(m;f) , (4.15)
where O(m) represents the set of the “active” σij on a given configuration m, i.e.
those σij with i and j such that Sij = 1, and
Heff (m; f) =
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
εij∆ij
j∏
k=i
mk − 1
β
N∑
i=0
N+1∑
j=i+1
ln [2 cosh (βflij)]Sij . (4.16)
Interestingly, in the case of force f = 0 the last expression reduces to equation 4.1
with qk = ln 2 for every k. Here, the particular value of qk depends on the number
of orientations per stretch. The greater entropy of the unfolded state relative to the
folded state is indeed encoded in this number.
4.2.1 Exact solution through a recursive algorithm
In principle the generalized version of the WSME model just described could be
solved exactly rewriting the Hamiltonian in the form 4.4 with
hij ≡ −χij − f lij σij , (4.17)
and substituting the Boltzmann weight wk,j−1 in equation 4.8 with
wk,j−1 = 2 cosh (βflk,j−1) eβχk,j−1 . (4.18)
But here an alternative and computationally more efficient way to solve the equilib-
rium thermodynamics of the model is proposed [30,86]. The method is based on an
efficient recursive algorithm. To this purpose, let us start to define the end–to–end
length Ln up to the first n ≤ N residues
Ln =
n∑
i=0
n+1∑
j=i+1
li,j σi,j Si,j , (4.19)
where it is assumed mn+1 = 0, and the partial Hamiltonian Hn = En− f Ln, where
the term En represents the interaction energy up to the first n residues
En = −
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
εi,j∆i,j
j∏
k=i
mk . (4.20)
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Denoting with On(m) the set of the “active” σij on a configuration m of the first n
residues, the corresponding partition function is
Zn =
∑
m∈{0,1}n
∑
σ ∈On(m)
e−βEn+βfLn . (4.21)
Let us also define the auxiliary quantities
Ain =
∑
m∈{0,1}n
∑
σ ∈On(m)
[
(1−mi−1)
n∏
k=i
mk
]
e−βEn+βfLn , (4.22)
with 0 ≤ n ≤ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1. It is easy to check that for i = n+ 1:
An+1n =
∑
m∈{0,1}n
∑
σ ∈On(m)
(1−mn) e−βEn+βfLn =
= 2 cosh (βf ln,n+1)
∑
m∈{0,1}n−1
∑
σ ∈On−1(m)
e−βEn−1+βfLn−1 =
= 2 cosh (βf ln,n+1)Zn−1 ,
and that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Ain =
∑
m∈{0,1}n
∑
σ ∈On(m)
(1−mi−1)mi . . .mn e−βEn+βfLn =
= 2 cosh (βf li−1,n+1) exp [β χi−1,n+1]
∑
m∈{0,1}i−2
∑
σ ∈Oi−2(m)
e−βEi−2+βfLi−2 =
= 2 cosh (βf li−1,n+1) exp [β χi−1,n+1] Zi−2 .
Using the telescopic identity
∑n+1
i=1 (1 − mi−1)
∏n
k=imk = 1 it is then possible to
show that Zn =
∑n+1
i=1 A
i
n, which, together with the previous expressions and the
initial condition Z−1 = 1, gives the recursive algorithm
Ain = 2 cosh (βf li−1,n+1) eβ χi−1,n+1 Zi−2 ,
Zn =
∑n+1
i=1 A
i
n .
(4.23)
This make possible to compute easily the total partition function Z(f) = ZN even
for long proteins, involving a number of operations which grows polynomially in N ,
precisely as N2.
4.2.2 Order parameters and power expansions
By suitably manipulating the recursive scheme 4.23 it is moreover possible to
calculate averaging observables. As an example, let us consider the problem of
computing the average fraction of native residues 〈M〉 with M = 1N
∑N
i=1mi. The
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following relation holds:
〈M〉 = 1Z
∑
{conf.}
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
mi
)
e−βH =
=
1
N
1
Z
∂
∂λ
 ∑
{conf.}
e−βH+λ
PN
i=1mi
 ∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
=
1
N
1
Z(λ = 0)
(
∂
∂λ
Z(λ)
) ∣∣∣∣
λ=0
. (4.24)
To compute the partition function Z(λ) it is then sufficient to opportunely modify
equations 4.21 and 4.22 to obtain the new recursive scheme
Ain(λ) = 2 cosh (βf li−1,n+1) eβ χi−1,n+1+λ(n−i+1) Zi−2(λ) ,
Zn(λ) =
∑n+1
i=1 A
i
n(λ) .
(4.25)
In general, the average value of an observable is achievable each time it is possible
to express the observable as a quantity that, as the interaction energy En or the
end–to–end length Ln, can be built adding the residues step by step.
Furthermore, if the considered quantity can assume only a finite set of values,
by expanding rather than deriving with respect to λ, it is possible to prepare a
scheme that allows to express the free energy landscape as a function of a reaction
coordinate represented by the quantity itself. Here the case of the free energy
landscape as a function of the end–to–end length (λ = β f) is presented. In fact,
given the finite resolution of the atomic coordinates of the structure deposited in
the Protein Data Bank (which is 10−3 A˚), it is fair to round the distances lij to
the same resolution. Thus the number of end–to–end length possible values is finite
and it is allowed to do the following power expansions:
Z(f) =
Lmax∑
L=−Lmax
z(L) eβfL , (4.26)
Zn(f) =
Ln,max∑
L=−Ln,max
zn(L) eβfL , (4.27)
Ain(f) =
L?n,max∑
L=−L?n,max
ain(L) e
βfL , (4.28)
where Lmax is given by equation 4.13, Ln,max is the maximal length up to n residues
and L?n,max is the maximal length up to n residues but subjected to the same con-
strains of Ain, i.e. L
?
n,max = Li−2,max + li−1,n+1. The importance of the finite
resolution of the microscopic lengths lij is understood by observing that the val-
ues that the end–to–end length can assume are not known a priori and thus the
algorithm has to span all the possible values in the interval [−Lmax, Lmax]. The
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set of these values has thus to be finite. Substituting the above expressions in the
recursive scheme 4.23, it follows:
ain(L) = e
β χi−1,n+1 [zi−2(L− li−1,n+1) + zi−2(L+ li−1,n+1)] ,
zn(L) =
∑n+1
i=1 a
i
n(L) ,
(4.29)
with initial conditions z−1(L) = 1 for L = 0 and z−1(L) = 0 for L 6= 0. The final
result of scheme 4.29, zN (L), corresponds to the constrained zero–force partition
function Z(L; f = 0), L being a given value of the protein end–to–end length,
Z(L; f = 0) =
∑
m∈{0,1}N
∑
σ ∈O(m)
δL,L(m,σ) e
−βH(m,σ;f=0) = zN (L) , (4.30)
where δL,L(m,σ) is the Kronecker delta selecting those configurations with end–to–
end length equal to L. The corresponding free energy landscape at zero–force is
given by F (L) = −kBT lnZ(L; f = 0). Being the potential energy V (L) a function
of L, the total free energy of the model as a function of the end–to–end length turns
out to be
G(L) = −kBT lnZ(L; f = 0) + V (L) . (4.31)
The validity of the above relation holds not only for the constant force case but
also in case of more complicated potentials V (L). Furthemore, the knowledge of
G(L) allows also to compute the ensemble average of a generic observable g that is
a function of the end–to–end length, g = g(L)
〈g(L)〉 =
∑Lmax
L=−Lmax g(L) e
−βG(L)∑Lmax
L=−Lmax e
−βG(L) . (4.32)
As a final remark, let us stress again that the two techniques just described are
general (not strictly connected to the fraction of native contacts or to the end–to–
end length) and can be combined. Let us for example consider two quantities R
and P that are functions of the molecule configuration (m,σ) and can have only
a finite set of values. Let’s also assume that R and P could be built step by step
in the discussed recursive scheme, i.e. that the quantities Rn and Pn exist for each
n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N + 1. Introducing two coupling parameters λ and µ one can modify
the Hamiltonian H → H + λR + µP and write a recursive scheme similar to 4.25.
At this point, one can decide to power expand with respect of the parameter µ,
thus obtaining the partition function Z(λ, P ), and then to derive Z with respect
to λ, thus obtaining the ensemble average of R conditional to a particular value of
P . Alternatively it is possible to power expand with respect to both λ and µ; the
resulting partition function Z(R,P ) allows to get the two–dimensional free energy
landscape in function of the reaction coordinates R and P .
4.2.3 Kinetics of the model
In a typical pulling experiment a controlled force is applied to one of the free ends
of a protein and the induced elongation is measured. As described in section 3.2, the
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common interpretation is that the so caused unfolding of the molecule, is hindered
by kinetic barriers associated with the strongest linkages, which serve to stabilize
the molecular structure. The breaking of a contact can thus be viewed as the
overcoming of such a barrier [72, 96]. In order to discuss this scenario, after the
equilibrium behavior, the kinetics of the model must be considered.
The nonequilibrium unfolding kinetics can be studied by Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations. The MC method is basically a prescription to draw an ergodic tra-
jectory into the space of the possible configurations. In stationary conditions, this
trajectory visits each configuration with a frequency proportional to its Boltzmann
weight, as required, in equilibrium conditions, in the canonical ensemble. One of
the most famous way to obtain such a trajectory is given by the so called Metropo-
lis algorithm, which here is adapted to the WSME model for mechanical unfolding.
The applications to real proteins that will be considered in the next chapter, involve
a kinetics in which a single–residue flip concerning the variables m is followed by a
single–spin flip on the variables σ.
Following the the main ideas in reference [97], let us start by considering that
the configuration (m,σ) goes in the configuration (m′, σ′): [(m,σ) → (m′, σ′)] by
flipping the k–th residue, with k = 1, . . . , N . Recalling the quantity Sij (equa-
tion 4.3), with i < k < j, it is easy to check that, for any choice of the state
m ∈ {0, 1}N , there exists a unique pair (i, j) of indices such that Sij = 1 if mk = 1
and Sik = Skj = 1 if mk = 0. We assume that the flip of the k–th residue is allowed
only if in the original configuration mk = 0 and σik = σkj (going into a configura-
tion with m′k = 1, σ
′
ij = σik and σ
′
ik = σ
′
kj = 0
3), else if mk = 1 (going to m′k = 0,
σ′ik = σ
′
kj = σij and σ
′
ij = 0). For what follows it is useful to define the quantity
Θ(m,σ;m′, σ′) = 1 if the above conditions hold and Θ(m,σ;m′, σ′) = 0 otherwise.
Furthermore, following Metropolis prescription, (m′, σ′) will follow (m,σ) in the
trajectory only if it is verified one of the two following circumstances:
• the energy of the new configuration is lower than or equal to the energy of the
original configuration, H(m′, σ′) ≤ H(m,σ),
• H(m′, σ′) > H(m,σ) and a random number x, generated with uniform prob-
ability in the domain [0, 1], is such that x ≤ exp {−β[H(m′, σ′)−H(m,σ)]}.
Then we proceed with a spin flip, (m′, σ′) → (m′, σ′′), by choosing a variable σ′ij
with uniform probability among the 1 + N(1 −M) stretch orientational variables,
setting σ′′ij = −σ′ij and accepting this spin flip if it is verified one of the two following
circumstances:
• H(m′, σ′′) ≤ H(m′, σ′),
• H(m′, σ′′) > H(m′, σ′) and a random number y, generated with uniform prob-
ability in the domain [0, 1], is such that y ≤ exp {−β[H(m′, σ′′)−H(m′, σ′)]}.
Repeating this procedure, we generate a sequence of configurations which con-
stitutes the Metropolis trajectory. Such a trajectory, also called Markov chain, is a
stochastic process since its evolution depends on the choices of the residue and of
3With a slight abuse of notation we have set equal to zero the variables σij which are not
“active”, i.e. do not belong to the set O(m), in a given configuration.
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the native stretch to flip and on the random number x and y. Each MC step is thus
defined by a stocastic matrix W = W1W2 with W1, associated with the residue flip,
equal to
W1
(
(m,σ)→ (m′, σ′)) =

1
N
if H(m′, σ′) ≤ H(m,σ) ,
1
N
e−β[H(m′,σ′)−H(m,σ)] if H(m′, σ′) > H(m,σ) ,
(4.33)
if Θ(m,σ;m′, σ′) = 1 and W1 ((m,σ)→ (m′, σ′)) = 0 otherwise. W2, associated
with the spin flip, is instead equal to
W2
(
(m,σ)→ (m,σ′)) =

[1 +N(1−M)]−1 if H(m,σ′) ≤ H(m,σ) ,
e−β[H(m,σ′)−H(m,σ)]
1 +N(1−M) if H(m,σ
′) > H(m,σ) ,
(4.34)
Since we followed the Metropolis prescription, the Boltzmann distribution corre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian H is in detailed balance with these matrices and thus
also with W , hence it is an invariant distribution of W .
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Figure 4.2: Monte Carlo estimate of the fraction of native residues as a function of
the number of samplings of different configuration of the protein at the unfolding
temperature (red line). Purple line represents the exact value. Green lines are an
estimate of standard deviation around the exact value. Cyan line is the expected
scaling ∼ 1/√n of the standard deviation.
Besides to use the MC sampling to study the kinetic behavior in non–equilibrium
conditions, as will be done in the next chapters, MC can also be use to study
the equilibrium behavior. Figure 4.2 reports a MC estimation of the fraction of
native residues of the final hairpin of protein G, as a function of the number of
samplings n of configurations at f = 0 and at the unfolding temperature (defined
as the temperature at which 〈M〉 = 2/3 and obtained with the exact equilibrium
solution). To ensure measures independence, each sampling comes from a different
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MC trajectory. In each trajectory the simulation starts with the protein in the
completely folded state and 5 · 106 MC step are performed before the sampling. It
is possible to note that the estimate of 〈M〉 tends to the exact value in the great n
limit and that the standard deviation follows the expected scaling law ∼ 1/√n [98].
A final remark is due. A time–dependent Hamiltonian Ht, as in the case of
a constant velocity protocol, in the above expressions results in a time–dependent
stochastic matrix Wt and hence in a non–homogeneous Markov process. The explicit
presence of the time however does not change the fact that, if pit is the Boltzmann
distribution related to Ht, then pit is invariant for Wt.
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Chapter 5
WSME model and mechanical
unfolding of proteins
In recent years, the mechanical properties of biopolymers under mechanical load-
ing have been the subject of an intense research activity, both experimental and
theoretical, in the last two decades. For a recent review, see [68]. Innovative sin-
gle molecule experimental techniques, mainly based on atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and optical tweezers [99, 100, 66, 62, 101], have been used to investigate
the response of biopolymers to controlled forces, while theoretical and computa-
tional models at different levels of coarse graining have been proposed and inves-
tigated [79, 30, 86, 102, 87, 103, 104]. These works have both helped to understand
experimental results and, on the other hand, they also studied the molecules under
conditions otherwise not accessible to the experimental techniques.
In such a context, the WSME model has already been shown [30,86] to reproduce
the general features of mechanical unfolding experiments, like the force dependence
of the average unfolding time in a constant force protocol, or the rate dependence
of the unfolding force in a constant rate protocol, together with the corresponding
probability distributions. The same model turned out to predict the correct values
for the unfolding lengths of a titin domain [30,86] and of ubiquitin [87]. Moreover, it
has been used to investigate the unfolding pathways of ubiquitin [87] and of a 236–
base RNA fragment [88], and the resulting pathways turned out to be consistent
with both experimental and computational results, where more detailed molecular
models were used.
This chapter is devoted to the study of mechanical unfolding of two real proteins,
the tenth type III domain from fibronectin and the green fluorescent protein, using
the WSME model. Mechanical properties and unfolding pathways of model proteins,
studied both at constant force and at constant pulling velocity, will be presented
and compared with experimental results and previous simulations. It will be shown
that, notwithstanding its simplicity, this model can capture important details, such
as rupture forces and intermediate states, that are consistent with experiments and
simulations based on more detailed models. An advantage of this model is that it
is not computationally demanding and thus it permits to investigate the unfolding
behavior at pulling velocities and forces which are comparable to those used in
experiments, while, usually, more detailed models have to consider velocities and
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forces that are orders of magnitude greater. The same reason makes possible to
generate a large set of unfolding events, which is important when studying a system
with multiple unfolding pathways.
5.1 A Fibronectin domain
Among the various molecules studied, fibronectin is a particularly important
one, due to its role in mediating a wide variety of cellular interactions with the
extracellular matrix and in playing important functions in tissue elasticity, cell ad-
hesion, migration, growth and differentiation [105,106]. It is important for processes
such as wound healing and embryonic development and altered fibronectin expres-
sion and degradation has been associated with a number of pathologies, including
cancer and fibrosis [107]. Fibronectin is a giant multimodular protein which usually
exists as a dimer composed of two nearly identical subunits linked covalently at their
C–termini by disulfide bonds. Each monomer consists of three types of repeating
units called FnI, II and III. Approximately 90% of fibronectin monomer sequence
is composed by 12 type I repeats, two type II repeats and 15–17 type III repeats.
In the following we will focus on the 10th type III module (FnIII10) which is
known to be crucial for cell adhesion through the binding of its RGD motif (residues
Arg78–Gly79–Asp80) to transmembrane integrin receptors [108]. In fact it has been
proposed that a stretching force may influence the adhesion properties by causing
full or partial unfolding of the FnIII10 module, and thereby deformation of the
RGD motif [109]. The secondary structure of FnIII10 (figure 5.1) consists of two
antiparallel β–sheets forming a β–sandwich. The β–strands are usually denoted
with letters from A (the strand closest to the N terminal) to G (the C terminal
one). The two sheets are made of strands ABE and DCFG, respectively, and the
RGD motif is in the loop separating strands F and G.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Native structure of FnIII10 (pdb ID 1ttf) with β–strands labeled A–G
in sequence order. (a) Sketch generated by PyMOL. (b) Order of β–strands with
residues belonging to them and residue–residue hydrogen bonding.
The mechanical unfolding of FnIII10 has been studied both experimentally [110,
67] and by computer simulations [109, 111, 112, 113, 104]. Single AFM experiments
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have shown that FnIII10, with a rupture force of about 80 pN, has, together with
FnIII10, a low mechanical stability compared to other fibronectin type III domains
though it is significantly more thermostable than other domais which on the con-
trary have a great mechanical stability, such as for example FnIII1 [110]. Fur-
thermore, AFM experiments showed that FnIII10 can unfold according to different
pathways [67]. Apparent two–state transitions were observed, as well as unfolding
through intermediate states. Experiments on suitable mutants suggested the possi-
ble existence of different intermediate states [67], which is also consistent with some
simulations.
Paci and Karplus [111], using steered molecular dynamics simulations, found
two unfolding pathways, both proceeding through partially unfolded intermediate
states lacking two of the seven native β–strands. The missing strands were A and
B in one case, and A and G in the other. In a more recent study, using steered
molecular dynamics, Gao et al. [113] found three different pathways. In this study
it has been shown that strand A may separate first, later followed by detaching
of strand B and finally by complete unfolding. Alternatively the unfolding may
proceed passing through an intermediate with strands A and G detached or it
can visit an intermediate state in which only strand G unravels before complete
unfolding. Other simulations predicted simpler [109, 112] or more complex [104]
scenarios. In particular, Mitternacht et al. [104], using an implicit–water all–atom
model and Monte Carlo simulations, found that five different intermediate states
and many unfolding pathways, which visit these intermediates, are possible. Two
intermediates lack only one β–strand from the native structure, this being either
strand A or strand G, while the other three lack two strands: A and B, F and G or
A and G.
In the case of FnIII10, particular interest has been put in exploring the bio-
logically relevant low force regime [105, 114, 115], which is thought to be close to
the equilibrium unfolding force and cannot be explored by simulations of more de-
tailed, and more computationally expensive, molecular models. Our model can
probe forces close to the equilibrium unfolding force, whose value we use to set our
force unit. Such value is unfortunately not exactly known. Erickson [114] estimates
the equilibrium unfolding force to be at most 5 pN, on the basis of an order of
magnitude calculation. On the other hand, an estimate close to 20 pN was reported
in [104].
In the rest of this section results obtained through the modified WSME model of
section 4.2 will be presented but the reader must keep in mind that in this section we
have assumed that the binary variables {mk} are not associated with the residues
but with the bonds connecting them (see discussion in section 4.2). Having chosen
the value of 20 pN, in order to set the force unit, we have obtained results that give
unfolding forces in very good agreement with the AFM experiments.
5.1.1 Equilibrium properties
Equilibrium studies and Monte Carlo simulations have been done setting the
temperature to T = 0.768Tm, where Tm is the equilibrium unfolding temperature
at zero force. Since experimentally Tm = 375 K [116], we have T = 288 K. The
force unit is then set in such a way that the equilibrium typical unfolding force at
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T = 288 K is 20 pN. Since an experimental measurement of this quantity is missing,
it has been chosen on the basis of the estimates reported in reference [104].
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Figure 5.2: (a) Average fraction of native bonds 〈M〉 (red line) and end–to–end
length
√〈L2〉 (green line) as a function of the pulling force at temperature T = 288
K. (b) Average fraction of native bonds 〈M〉 as a function of the temperature T
and the pulling force f .
As mentioned before, the equilibrium thermodynamics can be solved exactly
in our model. Thus it is possible to follow the macroscopic state behaviour of the
protein at different pulling forces. In figure 5.2a the average fraction of native bonds
〈M〉 and end–to–end length √〈L2〉 are plotted as functions of the force f . This
definition of the length is appropriate to describe the system also in the small force
regime, where instead 〈L〉 vanishes due to the fluctuations of the molecule length
between positive and negative values. In fact, at zero force, a given configuration of
the variables mi with end–to–end length module equal to L has an equal probability
to have end–to–end length L or −L. The introduction of the force breaks this Z2
simmetry. When the force increases a quite sharp transition to an elongated state
occurs, showing that the global minimum of the free energy landscape corresponds
to either the native state or to the unfolded one. It is moreover possible to obtain
a phase diagram by computing the value of the average fraction of native bonds as
a function of both the temperature and the force (see figure 5.2b).
As shown in section 4.2.2, expanding the partition function Z(f) in powers of
eβf , one obtains the equilibrium energy landscape of the protein as a function of the
reaction coordinate L. In presence of a constant force, the free energy landscape is
tilted and is given by G(L) = −kBT lnZ(L; f = 0)− fL. Figure 5.3 shows also the
landscape for various forces: at zero force there is just one minimum at about 3.5
nm corresponding to the folded state. By increasing the force three more minima
appear: two of them (end–to–end lengths of about 6 and 13 nm) are always local
minima, and will be later associated to intermediate states, while the third one,
corresponding to the fully unfolded state, becomes the global minimum when the
force exceeds 20 pN. It is worth to note how the free energy landscape of figure 5.3
reproduces well the features of the landscape obtained by Mitternacht et al. [104]
using the extended Jarzynski equality [64,117].
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Figure 5.3: Free energy landscape at T = 288 K and for forces f = 0 pN (red line),
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5.1.2 Unfolding pathways
The nonequilibrium unfolding kinetics have been studied by Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations. More precisely, in the framework of a master equation approach [82],
we choose transition rates according to the Metropolis algorithm. Rigorously speak-
ing, this choice cannot be derived from an underlying microscopic dynamics of the
molecule. Nevertheless, it has been shown [30, 86, 87, 88] that it reproduces many
quantitative and qualitative aspects of folding and unfolding of real molecules under
an external force. A single MC step consists of a single–bond flip on the variable
mj , chosen with equal probability among the N peptide bond variables, followed by
a single–spin flip on the variable σij , also chosen with uniform probability among
the 1 + N(1 −M) stretch orientational variables (see section 4.2.3 for a detailed
discussion).
Simulations have been run with nine values of the force (122 pN, 98 pN, 81 pN,
65 pN, 53 pN, 46 pN, 40 pN, 36 pN, 28 pN) and six constant pulling velocities (0.03
µm/s, 0.05 µm/s, 0.1 µm/s, 0.3 µm/s, 0.5 µm/s, 1 µm/s). The time unit will be
specified later. For each value of the force or of the velocity 100 different unfolding
trajectories have been considered.
In order to trace unfolding pathways, the weighted fraction of native contacts
has been used as order parameter:
ϕs =
∑r2(s)−2
i=r1(s)
∑r2(s)−1
j=i+1 εij∆ij
∏j
k=imk∑r2(s)−1
i=r1(s)
∑r2(s)
j=i+1 εij∆ij
, (5.1)
where s is the string of bonds we are analyzing and r1(s), r2(s) its first and last
peptide units. As an example the string containing strands A and B has r1(AB) = 6
and r2(AB) = 23. A straightforward generalization is necessary for order param-
eters of strings of non-consecutive strands (i.e. C-F and B-E). ϕs turns out to
be a better order parameter than the fraction of native bonds used in previous
works [30,86,87] because of its greater stability with respect to fluctuations. When
discussing the folded or unfolded character of an individual β–strand, appropriate
order parameters can be identified on the basis of the secondary structure. As an
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example, strand F appears in a β–sheet between strands C and G, which suggests
to use ϕCF and ϕFG as order parameters for strand F.
Force Clamp
In the force clamp protocol (H = H0 − f L, where f and L are the external
pulling force and the molecule end–to–end length and H0 is the Hamiltonian at
zero force) the molecule is first equilibrated in absence of force, then at time t = 0
the force instantaneously jumps to a non–vanishing constant value, which ranges
between 28 and 122 pN. It is again worth to note that the forces used are much
closer to the equilibrium unfolding force, and hence to in vivo conditions, than most
previous works. In fact, the smallest force probed by Karplus and Paci [111] was
69 pN, and they did not observe any unfolding event at this force, while Gao et
al. [113] used forces not smaller than 400 pN. Only in the all–atom Monte Carlo
simulations by Mitternacht et al. [104] unfolding events at constant forces as small
as 50 pN could be observed.
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Figure 5.4: Unfolding pathways scheme
of FnIII10 pulled by a constant force.
Transitions denoted by red arrows have
been observed only at low forces (40, 36
and 28 pN). Oblique red arrows repre-
sent refolding transitions.
The unfolding trajectories that have
been found, can be grouped in four classes
according to their main features, i.e. their
end–to–end length plateaus (if they ex-
ist) and the order parameters behaviour
for the whole molecule and its various
pairs of β–strands. At large forces we
observe simple 2–state trajectories, while
at smaller forces various intermediates are
obtained. A scheme of the possible path-
ways is shown in figure 5.4.
In trajectories exhibiting intermediate
states it turns out, as already pointed out
in previous papers [109, 112], that strand
G is always the first to break away. In cel-
lular environment such behaviour seems
to be connected to the function of the
RGD motif Arg78-Gly79-Asp80 [109,113].
When the module is fully folded, the RGD
motif is available for adhesion, while if
strand G is pulled and detached from the
remainder of the module, the RGD motif
gets closer to the surface of the module
and is not functional.
Strand G detachment may be rapidly followed by complete unfolding or by an
intermediate state. A possibility is that strand A detaches almost at the same time
of strand G, while the remaining part of the molecule stays folded for a certain time
before complete unfolding. This kind of unfolding pathway will be labeled with AG,
its intermediate end–to–end length is about 13.5 nm. It may happen that instead of
strand A, strand F detaches together with G, such unfolding pathway (intermediate
end–to–end length ∼ 14 nm) will be labeled GF. Other possibilities occur only in
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the biologically relevant regime of low forces. It is believed [104] that such relevant
forces, in vivo, are of the same order of magnitude as the equilibrium unfolding
force (∼ 20 pN), though forces as low as 5 pN have been suggested [114] as typical
unfolding forces. The low force unfolding pathway is a mixture of the previous
two: strands A and G are the first to unfold, then, before the molecule completely
unfolds, A refolds and F unfolds. This may happen reversibly many times in a single
trajectory with consecutive folding (unfolding) of strand A and parallel unfolding
(folding) of strand F. Such trajectories will be labeled mixed AG–GF because the
molecule is fluctuating between two different intermediates (AG and GF ). These
intermediates have almost the same end–to–end length, and therefore cannot be
distinguished in a simple free energy landscape, as illustrated in figure 5.2, where a
single, broad minimum is observed at L ' 13 nm.
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(b) Unfolding pathway : GF
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(c) Unfolding pathway : no intermediates
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(d) Unfolding pathway : mixed AG–GF
Figure 5.5: Typical MC trajectories: end–to–end length (red line) and a few order
parameters as functions of time, with f = 65 pN (figures a, b, c) and f = 28 pN (d).
Green line: weighted fraction of native contacts, whole FnIII10. Blue line: weighted
fraction of native contacts between strands G and F. Purple line: weighted fraction
of native contacts between strands A and B. Cyan line: weighted fraction of native
contacts between strands C and F.
Figure 5.5 shows four typical trajectories, three at 65 pN constant force (trajec-
tories a, b and c) and one (trajectory d) in the low force regime at 28 pN constant
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Table 5.1: Relative frequencies of unfolding pathways at constant force. 100 tra-
jectories for each value of the force.
AG GF No intermediates Mixed AG–GF
28 pN 0 0 0 1
36 pN 0.07 0 0 0.93
40 pN 0.96 0 0 0.04
46 pN 0.93 0.07 0 0
53 pN 0.67 0.32 0.01 0
65 pN 0.59 0.31 0.1 0
81 pN 0.41 0.34 0.25 0
98 pN 0.43 0.23 0.34 0
122 pN 0.2 0.06 0.74 0
force. Each simulated trajectory stops 105 MC steps after the protein reaches the
threshold value Lu = 12Lmax. An exception is the case f = 28 pN where we take
Lu = 23Lmax, because of the larger length fluctuations and in order to prevent the
trajectory ending before a complete unfolding event takes place. During thermaliza-
tion, before turning the force on at time t = 0, the length of the polypeptide chain
fluctuates around L = 0, since different orientations of the molecule are equally
likely. Then, at time t = 0, a “waiting phase” starts, which can be easily seen in
figure 5.5d. This waiting phase corresponds to a metastable state which is charac-
terized by an end–to–end length ∼ 3.5 nm corresponding to the elongation in the
native state. The order parameters which have not been plotted go to zero only
when the protein reaches the fully elongated configuration (end–to–end length ∼ 29
nm). The first rise in the end–to–end length to the intermediate value is always
associated to the drop in order parameters connected to at least two different pairs
of strands, with the pair made by β–strands G and F always involved. The other
pairs involved in first unfolding event can be the pair of strands A and B (in this
case the molecule goes in the AG intemediate, figure 5.5a) or the pair of strands C
and F (the molecule goes in the GF intemediate, figure 5.5b). Alternatively, all the
order parameters drop to zero almost simulaneously and the molecule completely
unfolds without any detectable intermediate state (figure 5.5c). Figure 5.5d reports
a mixed AG–GF trajectory obtained at force f = 28 pN, slightly larger than the
equilibrium unfolding force: after the long waiting phase there are two different
intermediate states before the complete unfolding. Despite the large fluctuations
in the order parameters associated to the pairs C–F and A–B, it is still possible to
see their general behaviour and to recognize the first intermediate state as AG and
the second as GF. We stress that the GF and AG intermediates have very similar
end–to–end length and fraction of native contacts ϕs (for the whole chain), making
them indistinguishable in simple, one–dimensional, free energy landscapes: indeed,
they are lumped together in the broad minimum at L ' 13 nm in the landscape of
figure 5.2.
Table 5.1 shows the frequencies of various unfolding pathways. Predictably, as
the force increases, the trajectories without any intermediate state become dom-
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inant and we expect them to be the only escape route at even higher forces, as
already observed in previous all–atom simulations [104]. At f = 28 pN, because
of long life times and great fluctuations, all the trajectories are of mixed AG–GF
type. Furthermore, at such a low force, the molecule can completely refold after it
partially unravelled. This can happen many times before complete unfolding and
the resulting trajectories look like a Greek fret with the end–to–end length going
alternately up and down as in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: A typical trajectory at f = 28 pN showing subsequent partial unfold-
ing, refolding events. Red line: end–to–end length, green line: fraction of native
contacts, whole FnIII10.
Both the waiting and intermediate states (as the whole unfolding process) are
characterized by time lengths varying in a wide range of values for different applied
forces and, because of stochasticity, for different trajectories. In table 5.2 the mean
life times at various constant forces are reported. The times τAG and τGF have been
obtained by an average of the times occurring between the first and the second jump
in the end–to–end length, which have been defined using the respective threshold
values L = 7.5 nm and L = 22.5 nm. These averages have been calculated only
for those trajectories which exhibit the corresponding unfolding pathway, while τAG
and τGF at force f = 28 pN and τGF at force f = 40 pN are not reported in the
table because of vanishing frequencies of the corresponding trajectories, as shown in
table 5.1. The mean waiting phase time τws is the average over the 100 trajectories
of the time at which the end–to–end length becomes longer than the threshold value
L = 7.5 nm. For forces f = 98 and 122 pN it does not make sense to define a waiting
phase life time, since the protein starts to unravel as soon as the external force is
applied at t = 0. Finally, the unfolding mean time τu is the average on all the
trajectories of the unfolding time, i.e. the time at which the molecule reaches the
unfolding length previously defined.
The probability distributions of intermediate life times for f = 81 pN have been
plotted in figure 5.7a, where it can be seen that both distributions can be fitted
to the negative exponential function P (ts) = (1/τs) exp {−ts/τs} (see equation 3.4)
where s is AG or GF, ts is the intermediate life time of s and τs = 〈ts〉 its average.
Since AG has a longer life than GF, and being the unfolding time the sum of the
waiting phase time and of the intermediate state time, one can naively conclude that
if the protein follows the GF pathway, it will reach the unfolded state earlier. For
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Table 5.2: Unfolding time (τu), waiting phase life time (τws), AG intermediate life
time (τAG) and GF intermediate life time (τGF ) at different constant forces. Values
are in MC steps and are approximated averages on 100 different trajectories at each
force.
τu τws τAG τGF
28 pN 2.2 · 107 8.7 · 106
36 pN 3.0 · 106 8.8 · 105 4.3 · 105
40 pN 8.8 · 105 2.8 · 105 6.1 · 105
46 pN 2.9 · 105 6.9 · 104 2.4 · 105 1.4 · 104
53 pN 1.1 · 105 2.2 · 104 1.2 · 105 9.4 · 103
65 pN 2.7 · 104 3.6 · 103 3.8 · 104 2.9 · 103
81 pN 6.6 · 103 1.1 · 102 1.5 · 104 1.2 · 103
98 pN 1.9 · 103 4.1 · 103 7.4 · 102
122 pN 1.5 · 102 5.7 · 102 1.9 · 102
the same reason and since at f = 81 pN the dominant contribution to the unfolding
time comes from τGF and τAG one can argue that at this force the exponential
function fits well the unfolding times distribution too [118, 86]. Furthermore, at
very high forces a lognormal distribution of unfolding times has been proposed [118].
Figure 5.7b shows this behaviour at force f = 150 pN and the corresponding fit to
P (tu) = [1/
√
2piσ (tu − t0)] exp
{− ln2[(tu − t0)/m]/2σ2}.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Histograms of the intermediate life times for AG pathway (red line)
and GF pathway (green line) at force f = 81 pN. Data obtained from 3600 different
trajectories. The lines are exponential fits. (b) Histogram of the unfolding times at
force f = 150 pN. Data obtained from 5000 different trajectories and the bin size
of the histogram is 1. The fit is to a lognormal distribution.
In figure 5.8 the average unfolding time τu as a function of force f is reported.
Three regimes are clearly distinguishable. In the high force regime the unfolding
time saturates to a constant plateau, as observed for several other proteins [68].
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A fit to the Arrhenius’ law 3.1 in the low force regime (from 25 to 60 pN) and in
the intermediate force regime (from 60 to 115 pN) permits to find the values of the
unfolding length xu relatively to the two regimes. Fits yield xu = 0.13 ± 0.01 nm
between 60 and 115 pN and xu = 0.34 ± 0.01 nm in the low force regime. This
latter value compares well, given the extreme simplicity of our model, with the
experimental results xu = 0.38 nm [110]. By comparing our estimated zero–force
unfolding time τ0 with the corresponding experimental value τexp = 50 s [110], we
find out that a single MC step in our model corresponds to about 25 ns.
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Figure 5.8: Mean unfolding time τu as a function of the force f applied to the
molecule (average over 100 different trajectories). The red line is a fit to the Arrhe-
nius’ law in the range of forces from 25 to 60 pN. In this range we find from the fit
xu = 3.4± 0.1 A˚. The green line is a fit from 60 to 115 pN, xu = 1.3± 0.1 A˚.
Furthermore, looking at data in table 5.2 it is possible to try to interpret the
three different force ranges in figure 5.8. In the highest force range there is nei-
ther an intermediate state, nor a waiting phase and the unfolding time corresponds
mainly to the MC time needed for completing the unfolding where every MC move
that unravels the molecule and thus increases the length is accepted and every move
that reduces the length is refused, that is, an extremely biased random walk, cor-
responding to the scenario proposed in [119]. Lowering the force the contributions
of τGF and τAG to the global unfolding time become important while the waiting
phase, if it exists, is still quite short. Finally, in the lowest force interval, also the
waiting phase gives its contribution and this matches with the larger slope of the
fit line.
Constant Velocity
In this paragraph another manipulation strategy is considered. In the constant
velocity protocol the potential V (L) of equation 4.11 is time–dependent and har-
monic with the form:
V (L) =
k
2
(L0 + vt− L)2 (5.2)
where k is a spring constant, v is the pulling velocity and L0 is the initial equi-
librium elongation. To study the FnIII10 unfolding behavior in constant velocity
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protocol, MC simulations have been carried out at six different pulling velocities
(0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1 µm/s) and with a spring constant k = 30 pN/nm and
an initial length L0 = 3.2 nm. Once again, these conditions are much closer to ex-
perimental ones than most previous simulations. In constant velocity simulations,
Vogel et al. [109] used v = 50 m/s (with a spring constant of ∼ 4 nN/nm), Klimov
and Thirumalai [112] considered v = 6 mm/s or faster, while experimental pulling
speeds [110, 67] were 0.4 and 0.6 µm/s (with spring constants of 45–50 pN/nm)
and in vivo pulling speeds are believed to be even smaller [114]. Only the all–atom
Monte Carlo simulations by Mitternacht et al. [104] could probe constant pulling
speeds in the same range as those considered here (with a spring constant of 37
pN/nm).
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Figure 5.9: Unfolding pathways
scheme of FnIII10 at constant ve-
locity. Intermediate states in the
full square boxes have a rupture
force remarkably higher than those
in dashed boxes.
In figure 5.9 there is a sketch of the pos-
sible unfolding pathways scheme in the con-
stant velocity case. Consistent with our con-
stant force results and with previous simula-
tions [109,112,104], at each value of v most of
the trajectories start with the detachment of
strand G, giving rise to an intermediate cor-
responding to the shallow minimum around 6
nm in the free energy landscape of figure 5.2b.
In few runs strand A is the first to unravel
but, before any other strand unravels, it re-
folds, with the consequence that the unfold-
ing of the molecule visits in any case the in-
termediate G. Then the unfolding continues
through a phase in which strand A is gradu-
ally unzipped and when this unzipping is com-
pleted the molecule reaches the intermediate
AG (end–to–end length ∼ 13.5 nm). As in
the constant force case a mixed AG–GF be-
havior has been found: some trajectories do
not stay in the AG intermediate till the com-
plete unfolding but they may jump from AG
to GF intermediate (end–to–end length ∼ 14
nm) and back. Table 5.3 reports the relative
frequencies of various unfolding pathways. It is worth noting that, since statistical
fluctuations are greater at low pulling rates, the number of mixed AG–GF trajec-
tories, and the number of trajectories in which strand A unravels before strand G,
grow as pulling velocity decreases. Typical trajectories are reported in figure 5.10,
where it is also possible to appreciate that the force applied to the fibronectin do-
main generally increases with time, except for the abrupt rupture of the native state
and of the intermediate state AG, and during the unzipping of strand A.
The average rupture forces of the native state and of the intermediate states have
been reported in table 5.4. At the pulling speed considered, the average rupture
force for the native state ranges between 80 to 100 pN, which is in remarkable
agreement with the AFM results. Fernandez and coworkers reported 75 pN when
pulling at 0.6 µm/s [110] and 100 pN at 0.4 µm/s [67]. Simulations of Mitternacht
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Table 5.3: Relative frequencies of unfolding pathways. 100 trajectories for each
value of the velocity.
G A → G
AG mixed AG–GF AG mixed AG–GF
1 µm/s 0.82 0.15 0.03 0.00
0.5 µm/s 0.76 0.20 0.03 0.01
0.3 µm/s 0.49 0.39 0.09 0.03
0.1 µm/s 0.11 0.85 0.01 0.03
0.05 µm/s 0.08 0.87 0.01 0.04
0.03 µm/s 0.07 0.79 0.00 0.14
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(a) Unfolding pathway : G → AG
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Figure 5.10: MC time evolution of the end–to–end length (red line), force (yellow
line) and of a few order parameters with a constant velocity of 1 µm/s (a) and 0.03
µm/s (b). Other colours as in figure 5.5. Each point in the graph is a mean over a
bin of 10 (a), and 2000 (b), points in the corresponding trajectory. Bins been used
to reduce fluctuations in the plot.
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Table 5.4: Average rupture forces (force unit: pN).
N → G G → AG AG → U GF → U
1 µm/s 98.5± 6.4 40.8± 2.6 99.6± 9.9 77.3± 7.7
0.5 µm/s 96.1± 6.1 42.2± 2.6 96.5± 7.3 77.5± 4.0
0.3 µm/s 94.5± 6.9 43.4± 2.4 92.4± 7.8 76.5± 5.8
0.1 µm/s 89.0± 6.5 45.4± 1.8 86.5± 7.9 69.9± 5.8
0.05 µm/s 87.8± 5.1 46.1± 1.6 81.9± 8.4 67.6± 5.9
0.03 µm/s 87.3± 5.8 46.9± 1.7 81.5± 9.7 66.7± 5.4
et al. [104] led to values from 88 pN at 0.03 µm/s to 114 pN at 0.1 µm/s. In the
same work, the average rupture forces of intermediate states A and G were reported
to range between 40 and 80 pN while the rupture forces of intermediates with two
strands detached has been found to be higher, ranging between 107 and 216 pN for
intermediate FG, between 115 and 198 pN for intermediate AG and between 283
and 318 pN for intermediate AB. Li et al. [67] reported an average unfolding force
of the intermediate states of about 50 pN. In this work, pulling on suitable mutants,
two kind of intermediates were inferred on the basis of experimental results, namely
G and AB. In our model we did not observe intermediate AB, while intermediate
G has an average rupture force between 40 and 50 pN. The other intermediates
we observed, AG and GF, are more stable, with average unfolding forces around
70–100 pN in accordance with the simulations of Mitternacht et al. [104].
Furthermore it is worth noting that, except for intermediate G, the obtained
average rupture forces increase with the pulling speed, as predicted by theories [72,
73, 96, 76, 77] and verified in experiments [74]. An explanation for the different
behavior of the rupture force of intermediate G is that unravelling of strand A is
an unzipping event rather than an abrupt rupture and then statistical fluctuations,
which are greater at lower pulling velocity, have more influence on the value of the
rupture force.
The distribution of the unfolding forces is well fitted by the theoretical result [72]
(see equation 3.7):
P (f) =
1
t0r
eβfxu exp
[
− kBT
rxut0
(
eβfxu − 1
)]
, (5.3)
where t0 is the average unfolding time in the absence of force. Such an equation
corresponds to the rupture force probability distribution of a single molecular bond
subject to a force that increases linearly with a rate r. In figure 5.11 the unfolding
force histogram at v = 0.5 µm/s has been plotted. The fit is to equation 5.3, with
a = r · t0 and xu as fitting parameters, and gives xu = 0.8 nm, which is larger than
the value found for the constant force set-up. However, it must be kept in mind
that the above theoretical result was derived for a force which is linear in time with
a slope r, while here the force is associated to a harmonic potential which moves at
constant velocity v.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of the rupture forces of the native state at pulling veloc-
ity v = 0.5 µm/s. Data obtained from 500 different trajectories; bin size of the
histogram is 2. The fit is to eqution 5.3.
5.2 The Green Fluorescent Protein
One of the most interesting proteins studied is the Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria, which exhibits bright green fluores-
cence when exposed to light with a suitable wavelength. Thanks to its fluorescence
properties, GFP has been extensively used as a marker of gene expression and
protein localization, as an indicator of protein–protein interactions and as a biosen-
sor [120,121]. In the year 2008, O. Shimonura, M.Chalfie and R. Tsien were awarded
the Nobel prize in chemistry for their research on GFP (see [122] for a recent review
about it). Wild GFP is a 238–residues long protein constituted by 11 β–strands
arranged in a cylinder–like structure, called β–barrel, which has a diameter of 2.4
nm and a height of 4.2 nm (see figure 5.12). A short α–helix is present at the
beginning of the chain and other short α–helices are along the barrel axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Native structure of GFP (pdb ID 1B9C) with β–strands labeled 1–11
in sequence order. (a) Sketch generated by PyMOL. (b) Order of barrel β–strands
with residues belonging to them and residue–residue hydrogen bonding.
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The chromophore structure is obtained by an autocatalytic post–translational
cyclization and oxidation process around residues 65–66–67 which are embedded in
the barrel [121,123]. The role of the can–like structure is both to protect the chro-
mophore and to help its formation by restricting its available confomational space
and, indeed, it is commonly believed that GFP fluoresces only when its structure is
almost intact [124,125]. Li et al. [125], using deletion analysis, indicated the domain
7–229 as the minimal native structure to have fluorescence.
Furthermore GFP has been the subject of mechanical experiments and numerical
simulations [66,62,126,127,90] aimed at characterizing its response to external force
and the structure of its intermediate states. The final goal of such studies is a full
characterization of the GFP response to mechanical stress, so as to pave the way to
its use as a molecular force sensor. Dietz and Rief [66] found that unfolding of GFP
always starts with unravelling of the N–terminal α–helix, which is revealed by a very
smooth “hump–like” transition with a short contour length increase of 3.2 nm in
the force–extension traces. This intermediate state has a rupture force of about 104
pN but, before complete unfolding, the molecule visits another intermediate state
which lacks also one of the β–strands. Combining experiments on two engineered
mutants and simulations, Mickler et al. [126] showed that the β–strand that breaks
first is the N–terminal one (β1) in 72% of cases and the C–terminal one (β11) in
remaining 28% of cases. The same authors also showed that in the former case a
third intermediate state exists, which has three β–strands detached, namely β1, β2
and β3. Finally Dietz et al. [62], using cysteine engineering [61], pulled the GFP
module along precisely controlled directions obtaining fracture forces widely varying
from 100 to 600 pN according to the pulling direction.
5.2.1 Equilibrium properties
Figure 5.13a shows the computed free energy profile as a function of the frac-
tion of native residues M and of native contacts Q at the denaturation temperature
T = 356 K [128]. Inspection of these plots indicates that at this temperature: (i)
when the protein is in its native state, all the native contacts are formed, and almost
all the residues are in the native configuration; (ii) in the unfolded state, no native
contacts are formed, and 1/3 of the residues are in the native configuration; (iii) the
transition state corresponds to Q ∼ 0.3–0.4, while at Q ∼ 0.5–0.7 there are some
hints of the possible existence of intermediate states; (iv) the unfolding barrier is
of the order of 25 kBT in both cases. These results for the free energy profile as a
function of Q can be compared to the result obtained by Andrews et al. [103] by
weighted–histogram analysis of molecular dynamics data. The qualitative picture
is very similar, although some differences can be observed. The molecular dynam-
ics results show that some fluctuations in native contacts are allowed in both the
native and unfolded states, a feature which is missing in our result due to the ex-
treme cooperativity of the model. Moreover, the unfolding barrier is predicted by
Andrews et al. to be around 15 kBT : this is consistent with the observation that
our model predicts systematically higher energy barriers and unfolding forces as will
be discussed later.
In figure 5.13b the free energy profile as a function of the end–to–end length is
reported for a typical case, where the equilibrium unfolding force f = 35.9 pN is
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Figure 5.13: (a) Free energy landscape as a function of the fraction of native residues
M at T = 356 K. Inset: free energy landscape as a function of the fraction of native
contacts Q at T = 356 K. (b) Free energy landscape as a function of the end–to–end
length L with T = 293 K and force f = 35.9 pN.
applied to the molecule ends. Besides the native and the unfolded minima we can
see three other local minima (or bends which become actual minima at different
values of the force) around 11, 18 and 25 nm. As it will be shown in detail in
the next section, these local minima and bends correspond to intermediate states
effectively populated in the MC simulations. Analysing the equilibrium probability
0 ≤ 〈mk(L)〉 ≤ 1 that the k−th residue is native–like when the molecule total elon-
gation is L (data not shown), it has been found that such bends correspond to the
following structures: β1 and β11 (for L ' 11 nm), β10β11 (L ' 18 nm) and β1β2β3
(L ' 25 nm). Here and in the following, βk · · ·βn denotes an unfolded structure of
the GFP, where β–strands from k to n are not in a native–like conformation, i.e.
they are unfolded (in all these structures the N–terminal α–helix is also not in a
native–like conformation).
5.2.2 Unfolding pathways
Let us start to consider simulations at constant velocity, mimicking the effect of
an AFM cantilever, which is retracted at a velocity v. The force is applied to the
molecule ends and the value of the spring constant has been set to k = 30 pN/nm.
The behavior of the protein at velocities v = 0.3 µm/s, 1 µm/s, 2 µm/s and 3.6
µm/s, has been investigated. In most of the trajectories considered, the N–terminal
α–helix is the first secondary structure element to unravel. This event is typically
associated with very small signals in the end–to–end length trace almost masked
by fluctuations, at odds with the clear jumps we observe in the end–to–end length
for the detaching of β–strands (see figure 5.14). This is analogous to what occurs
in the experiments where the unfolding of the helix is associated to a very smooth
“hump–like” transition with a short contour length increase of 3.2 nm in [66] and
by a small jump in the root mean square distance as a function of time in [126].
It has been found that, at all velocities considered, in less than 10% of the tra-
jectories β11 is the first strand to unravel, while the remaining trajectories follow
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Figure 5.14: Typical unfolding trajectories of a GFP module under constant velocity
pulling (v = 0.3 µm/s). Length L, force f and weighted fractions ϕβi−j of strand–
strand contacts as functions of time for two typical cases: major (a) and minor (b)
unfolding pathway, see text.
the major unfolding pathway found in experiments. Figure 5.14 shows the behav-
ior as a function of time of the end–to–end length L, of the force and of several
weighted fractions of native contacts between adjacent β–strands ϕβi−j according
to equation 5.1.
Major unfolding pathway. Inspection of figure 5.14a, corresponding to the ma-
jor unfolding pathway, provides clear evidence that there are three main unfolding
events. (i) A drop in the number of contacts between strands β1 and β2, signalling
the unfolding of β1 (actually the α–helix has already unfolded, as discussed above,
but the corresponding weighted fraction of native contacts ϕα is not reported in the
figure for the sake of clarity). The length of the corresponding intermediate state
is in the range 10–12.5 nm, where the free energy profile of figure 5.13b shows a
bend. (ii) A drop in the number of contacts involving strands β2 and β3, signalling
the unfolding of these strands. The corresponding intermediate length is around 20
nm, where the free energy profile has a local minimum. (iii) A drop in the number
of contacts involving strands β10 and β11, signalling the unfolding of these strands.
The corresponding intermediate length is in the range 30–37 nm: inspection of fig-
ure 5.14b suggests that for such an elongation the molecules already lies in the basin
of the unfolded minimum. At this point the molecule can be considered as unfolded
notwithstanding a last rupture event could be seen.
Minor unfolding pathway. Figure 5.14b corresponds to the minor unfolding
pathway and it shows that, in this case, the first strand to unravel is β11 followed by
β10. Mickler et al. [126] traced the unfolding pathway only up to the β11 intermediate
because the subsequent event is the flattening of the barrel but, after the barrel
flattens, there is at least another rupture event as the last force jump in figure 1b
of reference [126] shows. It is reasonable to assume that this event is related to the
breaking of native–like contacts between the beta strands, which were not ruptured
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during the flattening of the barrel. Our model, which lacks a fully three–dimensional
representation, cannot describe the flattening of the barrel, while it can describe
with a high time resolution the breaking of the beta strand contacts, which here
yield in a few distinct steps.
It is now possible to put the local minima and bends of the free energy landscape
of figure 5.13b (which is a thermodynamic equilibrium property of the system) in
correspondence with intermediates found in our simulations and in experiments
(which are performed in non–equilibrium conditions). Some of these features of
the free energy profile are indeed barely visible, but the equilibrium probabilities
〈mk(L)〉, introduced in the previous section to give a structural interpretation of
the various minima and bends, are perfectly consistent with the nonequilibrium mk
values obtained from the simulations, which allow to identify the structures of the
nonequilibrium intermediates.
In reference [66] the authors observed two intermediates with separation values
from native configuration of 3.2 and 10 nm. The first one, is an intermediate with
only the N–terminal α–helix detached that profile of figure 5.13b does not show,
while the second is an intermediate with the N–terminal α–helix detached and a
β–strand detached which corresponds to the bend at 11 nm (9.2 nm away from
native state) in figure 5.13b. The authors of reference [126] reported the existence
of another intermediate (N–terminal α–helix and first, second and third β–strands
detached) with a distance of 26.3 nm from the native state (16.3 nm from the
previous second intermediate) which is clearly associated to our dip at 25 nm,
corresponding to the intermediate state β1β2β3. The 18 nm intermediate (β10β11)
instead has no analogue in experiments.
5.2.3 Pulling along different directions
Let us now consider simulations where the points of force application are not
the molecule ends, so that the direction of the force with respect to the molecule is
varied. Table 5.5 reports, for different directions (specified through the application
point residue numbers), the mean unfolding forces, where unfolding is defined as
unravelling of the first β–strand. Since most of these directions were considered
in experiments [62], at least at v = 3.6 µm/s, it is interesting to compare the
results obtained through the WSME model, to the experimental ones. The obtained
unfolding forces are systematically larger than the experimental values, with the
largest discrepancies (a factor 2 to 3) occurring for directions 3–212 and 132–212.
However, it is interesting that in spite of the simplicity of the model, which lacks
a fully three–dimensional representation, the orders of magnitude for the rupture
forces are correct and many qualitative aspects are reproduced. In particular, by
analyzing the experimental data one finds that the unfolding force increases with the
following order: (i) pulling along the end–to–end direction (it must be noted that
the rupture force along this direction was measured for v = 0.3 µm/s instead of 3.6
µm/s as most other directions); (ii) 3–212 and 132–212 directions, the corresponding
rupture forces are equal within the experimental error; (iii) 182–212 and 3–132
directions, the corresponding rupture forces are equal within the experimental error
(though the latter was measured for v = 2 µm/s); (iv) 117–182 direction.
This hierarchy is respected by our results: we find that the rupture force in-
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Table 5.5: Unfolding forces at different velocities for different directions. Experi-
mental values (∗ from reference [66] and † from reference [62]) in parentheses.
Unfolding force (pN)
Direction v = 0.3 µm/s v = 2 µm/s v = 3.6 µm/s
end–end 140± 3 177± 7 184± 13
(104± 40)∗
182–end 196± 7 226± 6 244± 7
3–212 244± 12 298± 12 317± 20
(117± 19)†
132–212 251± 7 266± 3 273± 6
(127± 23)†
132–end 306± 12 360± 20 381± 26
182–212 365± 2 390± 7 409± 15
(356± 61)†
3–132 383± 16 471± 49 535± 80
(346± 46)†
117–182 467± 3 501± 11 512± 11
(548± 57)†
creases when we consider the pulling directions as ordered above, the only excep-
tion being for 3–212 and 132–212, whose unfolding forces are not equal (we obtain
a smaller force for the latter), and the same holds for 182–212 and 3–132 (we obtain
a larger force for the latter).
Table 5.6 reports the potential width values xu corresponding to the rupture of
the first β–strand for different directions. These were obtained through a fit of the
most probable unfolding force frupt. as a function of velocity to the Evans–Ritchie
theory [72,73], which gives (see equation 3.8)
frupt. =
kBT
xu
ln
(
τ0xu
kBT
r
)
, (5.4)
where τ0 is the unfolding time at zero force. It must be kept in mind that in the
Evans–Ritchie theory the force grows with a constant rate r = k · v and hence its
applicability to the present case (harmonic potential whose center moves at constant
velocity v) is only approximate.
The obtained potential widths are consistent with experimental ones only in a
few cases (end–end, 3–132) but, once again, this might be attributed to the fact that
WSME model lacks a fully three–dimensional representation. Furthermore, it must
also be observed that the Evans–Ritchie theory is built on the assumption that xu
is independent of the applied force, and this can be another source of error in the
determination of xu. This assumption was relaxed in more recent theories [77,129]
which yield generalizations of equation 5.4, which predict that the frupt. versus ln v
plot is nonlinear, with the slope being an increasing function of v, as observed in
many experiments. Indeed our data show some nonlinearity, but this is too small
to apply these theories, probably because our velocities span only one order of
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Table 5.6: Potential width xu obtained from a fit to Eq. 5.4. Experimental values
between parentheses.
direction xu (nm) direction xu (nm)
end–end 0.21± 0.04 132–end 0.14± 0.01
(0.28± 0.03)
182–end 0.22± 0.03 182–212 0.24± 0.04
(0.14± 0.002)
3–212 0.14± 0.01 3–132 0.11± 0.03
(0.45± 0.01) (0.125± 0.005)
132–212 0.46± 0.06 117–182 0.22± 0.01
(0.32± 0.005) (0.12± 0.003)
magnitude. Previous applications of these theories [77, 30, 86, 129] were done on
data sets with velocities spanning 4–5 orders of magnitude, such that the nonlinear
effects were much more important.
Pulling the GFP molecule along the same directions but with a constant force
protocol led to results consistent with the simulations at constant velocity. In
particular it has been found that pulling end–to–end or along directions 3–212 and
182–end, it is possible to unfold the molecule at the relatively low force of 100
pN, in a reasonable MC simulation time of few days for each trajectory. GFP is
instead stiffer to pull along the other directions. In increasing order of stiffness we
have: end–to–end, 3–212 and 182–end (minimal unfolding force: 100 pN), 3–132 and
132–212 (190 pN), 132–end (220 pN), 182–212 (220 pN) and, finally, 117–182 (340
pN). Furthermore, consistent with the fibronectin case and the idea that unfolding
pathways become more deterministic with increase in constant pulling force [104],
it has been found that, in general, the number of possible pathways decreases with
increase in force and that at very high forces (600 pN or more), independently of
the pulling direction, no intermediate states can be detected.
5.2.4 GFP polyprotein as a force sensor
As it has been discussed above, the equilibrium properties of the GFP at con-
stant force, can be obtained exactly, for any pulling direction. Exploiting this result,
one can design a polyprotein where each module is connected to the neighboring
ones through different points of force application, as illustrated in figure 5.15. Such
a molecule can easily provide the value of the applied force in a wide range of values,
and thus can be used as a force probe.
For example Dietz et al. [62] already proposed a copolymer with mixed linkage
geometries GFP(3,212)(132,212), made up of several GFP modules, where a module
linked by its (3,212) residues to the main structure was alternated with a module
linked by its (132,212) residues. Such a molecule can be easily obtained by using
the cysteine engineering method discussed in reference [61], which allows one to
construct polyproteins with precisely controlled linkage topologies: the points of
force application to each module correspond to the position of the linking cysteines
in the folded tertiary structure.
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Figure 5.15: Sketch of a polyprotein made of various modules connected between
them through different residues.
In order to understand the general behavior of the model polyprotein under a
constant force we first investigate the response to a constant force of a single GFP
module. The corresponding equilibrium unfolding forces are reported in table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Equilibrium unfolding force for different directions.
direction unfolding force (pN) direction unfolding force (pN)
end–end 35.9 182–end 65.0
3–212 38.9 117–190 67.3
3–182 42.6 102–190 71.2
117–end 50.8 117–182 78.1
3–132 56.4 132–182 96.7
At equilibrium a force applied to the free ends of the polyproteins will have the
same value throughout the whole chain. Thus, the different modules will unfold at
different values of the force, according to the hierarchy shown in table 5.7, and thus
the luminescence will be different for different values of the force. If we assign a value
1 (in an arbitrary scale) to the maximum possible luminescence, where each module
is emitting green light, a luminescence of 0.5 will correspond to a configuration,
and thus to a force, where half of the modules are unfolded (non intact structure).
Given that each module with a different linkage has a different unfolding force, we
obtain a curve like the one shown in figure 5.16, relating the luminescence of the
polyprotein to the force applied to its free ends, where the force ranges from 35.9
to 96.7 pN. It is worth to note that interface interactions and aggregation effects
between neighboring units in polyproteins similar to the one we propose, have been
ruled out by experimental investigations [62].
It is worth noting that in principle more modules, with different linkages, can
be added, and this would give a more precise determination of the force. Once
the polyprotein here proposed has been engineered, a curve like the one shown in
figure 5.16 can be very easily obtained in an optical tweezers experiment at constant
force as those discussed, for example, in reference [99]. This approach would also
allow one to calibrate the device.
Although unfolding studies of GFP along different directions were already per-
formed [62,126], those previous studies considered the dynamic–loading set up, with
a constant retraction speed of the AFM cantilever. On the contrary we investigate
here for the first time the unfolding at constant force of GFP. The unfolding force
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Figure 5.16: Fraction of native–like modules as a function of force at T = 293 K.
Each “step” corresponds to the unfolding of a different module in the polyprotein
and thus to a decrease in the luminescence by a “unit”.
of a molecule under dynamic loading depends not only on the molecular features,
but also on the force rate, and thus a force probe based on those data must be able
to measure at the same time the loading rate and the rupture force. The constant
force probe proposed here instead does not exhibit this drawback.
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Chapter 6
Protein folding in the cell:
Confinement of proteins
Protein folding in the cell occurs in a heterogeneous environment, a perturba-
tion that may alter both the thermodynamics and kinetics of folding relative to the
observations made in dilute conditions. Indeed, in the past the majority of experi-
ments on protein folding have been carried out in diluted solutions but in the last
two decades it has become clear that these experiments do not take into account two
issues which arise in vivo and whose relevance on thermal stability and equilibrium
rates is not negligible. Namely, crowding and confinement [130,131,132,133].
Crowding refers to the fact that the interior of the cell contains a large number of
macromolecules such as lipids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids and proteins themselves.
Actually, no single macromolecular species occurs at high concentration but, taken
together, the macromolecules occupy about 30% of cells internal volume [130]. This
fraction could even reach 40% in Escherichia Coli [134].
Confinement is instead a mere limitation in the volume available to the polypep-
tide chain. For example, the earliest environment encountered by a nascent polypep-
tide chain is the ribosome exit tunnel and many newly synthesized proteins rely on
assistance by molecular chaperones to reach their native states efficiently and at a
biologically relevant timescale. By enclosing newly synthesized or stress–denatured
polypeptides in Anfinsen–like cages, molecular chaperones protect them from mis-
folding and aggregating in the highly crowded cellular environment. In E. Coli,
approximately 250 different proteins interact with GroEL chaperone upon synthesis
and more than 80 of them have an obligate dependance on encapsulation into the
GroEL hydrophilic cavity [135, 42]. It has been shown that confinement inside the
GroEL–GroES could result in a significant acceleration of folding as compared to
folding in free solution [136]. However, for the sake of completeness, it is worth to
note that GroEL role is not limited to offer a passive cavity to the substrate but it
may also have a more active role in the process of protein folding [137].
Understanding better the role of crowding and confinement is a necessary step
towards an improved knowledge of how protein folding works in, and is modified by,
cellular environment. The present chapter is inserted into this context. A further
generalization of the WSME model is proposed, which can handle proteins confined
between two walls and whose equilibrium thermodynamics can be still solved ex-
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actly. The confined WSME model has been used to study thermodynamics and
kinetics of three ideal structures and three simple proteins in confining conditions.
The ideal structures are a 10 residues ideal α–helix, a 2–stranded and a 3–stranded
ideal β–sheets, each with 7 residues per strand. Real structures are a 3–helix bun-
dle, protein G and its C–terminal β–hairpin. The chapter is organized as follows:
first of all, a brief review of the results obtained in the field is presented, then the
confined WSME model is described and finally sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 focus on the
confinement–induced changes of thermodynamics and kinetics respectively.
6.1 Enhancement of thermal stability, increase in
folding rates and other aspects of confinement
Studying protein folding properties in a crowded environment is experimentally
possible simply by adding high concentrations of macromolecules to solutions, but
this approach has problems because of specific interactions which arise between
proteins and crowding agents and because crowding promotes protein–protein ag-
gregation [130]. Based on the idea that the main effect of crowding is the reduction
of volume available to the protein due to steric constraints, theoretical studies and
simulations have shown that crowding may be quantitatively mapped onto confine-
ment as long as crowding agents can be modelled as hard spheres and the volume
fraction occupied by them does not exceed 10% [33]. Thanks to this mapping,
experimental and theoretical studies on confinement may give many hints also for
crowding effects.
However the above conditions often do not hold in the cell interior because of
too high concentration of agents or presence of macromolecules–protein attractive
interactions. In addition, gradients in macromolecule concentrations may exist [138]
and, from a more general point of view, crowding is a dynamic phenomenon in nature
whereas confinement is a static one. Thus, the mapping is not close enough to draw
a completely satisfactory analogy between crowding and confinement.
An experimental procedure to mimic the effects of confinement (and, to some
extent, of crowding) is the encapsulation of proteins within pores of silica gels [139,
140] or glasses [31] or polyacrylamide gels [32]. These experiments reported, for
most of the considered proteins, an increase in thermal stability when they are
confined into nanopores. Melting temperature (Tf) shift is even dramatic in the
cases of α–lactalbumin and RNase A, being as large as about 30 K [139,31]. On the
other hand effects of crowding seem to be more controversial and recent experiments
suggested that crowding influence on stability is modest [138,141].
The commonly accepted reason for the increase in stability is the change in
conformational entropy induced by confinement [142,143,144,145,146,147]. Encap-
sulating the protein in a given volume disallows the most expanded configurations
of the denatured state ensemble and so indirectly favours more compact structures
and, among them, the folded state. The same argument explains also why con-
finement should lead to an increase in folding rates (kf) as long as the nanopore
size is large enough to contain the folded state and to permit chain reconfigurations
around it [142,143,144,145,146,147,148].
Let us consider a confined polymer chain in three dimensions, with dc the number
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of subtracted dimensions. From polymer physics we know that the free energy F
required to confine the chain, follows a simple power law dependance on the number
of monomers N and on the size of the cage R [149,150]:
F
kBT
' N δ
(
R
a
)−γ
, (6.1)
where a is the monomer length. For an ideal gaussian chain confined between two
walls (dc = 1), in a cylinder (dc = 2) or in a spherical cavity (dc = 3), γ = 2 and
δ = 1, while for an excluded volume chain with dc = 1, 2, γ = 5/3 and δ = 1.
Finally, for an excluded volume chain with dc = 3, γ = 15/4 and δ = 9/4.
As shown by Takagi et al. [146], this scaling law can be used to deduce a similar
law for the folding temperature of a protein. At the folding temperature Tf, the
free energy of the native GN and the denatured GU states are equal by definition:
GN = GU. The native state has only negligible conformation entropy, and thus it
is fair to set the native entropy at zero. In the unfolded state, it is instead fair
to neglect the enthalpy contribution: if S is the entropy of the unfolded state, in
bulk conditions GU = −TfS, while upon confinement GU increases of a quantity
∆GU ∼ T (R/R0)−γ , where R0 is a constant length and it has been assumed that
the confinement to a characteristic length R affects only the denatured state (as in
figure 6.1). Since the energy of the folded state remains the same, it follows that
∆Tf ∼ R−γ .
-
6
x
∆G
N
U
Figure 6.1: Sketch of the free energy profile modification from bulk conditions
(black line) to confinement conditions (red line). x is a generic reaction coordinate.
A similar argument allows to find a scaling law for the folding rates [147].
To a first approximation, the folding rates kf can be estimated from high–friction
Kramers’ kinetics [57] by using kf ∝ D exp[−(GTS − GU)/kBT ], where D is an ef-
fective diffusion coefficient and GTS, GU are the free energies of the transition state
and the unfolded state respectively. Now, if we assume that the diffusion coefficient
and the free energy of the transition state do not change with confinement, and that
the free energy of the folded state increases of a quantity ∆GU ∼ kBT (R/R0)−γ , it
follows that ∆ ln kf ∼ (R/R0)−γ .
These assumptions become less accurate for proteins confined to very small
cavities since, in this case, also the free energy of the transition state and of the
native state may undergo some modifications.
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Unfortunately experiments have not yet been able to prove such scaling law [32,
140] but coarse–grained–model–based simulations have reproduced the expected
behavior [146, 147]. Using a Go¯–model α–carbon representation of proteins and
Langevin simulations in a cylindrical cage, Takagi et al. [146] found γ = 3.25 ± 0.09.
Best and Mittal [147] simulated confinement of protein G and a 3–helix bundle in
different geometries and reported that for dc = 1, 2 both values γ = 2 and γ = 5/3
are a good estimate of the behavior of the two proteins, but they also remarked
that it is hard to distinguish which value fits best the simulations because least
square fitting of power laws can produce biased estimates of parameters for small
samples. For spherical confinement the same authors reported a behavior which
is stronger than γ = 2 but much weaker than the expected value for the excluded
volume chain (γ = 15/4). It is therefore still not completely clear whether protein–
folding thermodynamics and kinetics follow a polymer–like scaling behavior under
confinement and what γ value will be relevant.
Furthermore many other aspects are still not completely clear and need deeper
investigation. In particular Takagi et al. [146] have shown that acceleration of fold-
ing by confinement is more prominent for proteins with a greater relative contact
order but a comprehensive study of how γ exponent depends on the protein topol-
ogy and for which values of R the above scaling law remains valid is still missing.
Furthermore very few work has focused on how confinement affects the nature of
the transition state ensemble. Cheung and Thirumalai [151] have studied into de-
tails the changes, upon crowding and confinement, in the transition state ensemble
of a three–stranded β–sheet WW domain, showing that it does not change signif-
icantly except that the average width of its configuration decreases with respect
to bulk conditions. Understanding if these results hold for most of the proteins
and, if not, which other factors may arise, would be necessary for a complete char-
acterization of confined–induced folding. Finally, confinement and crowding may
induce modifications in the folding pathways of proteins which fold passing through
intermediate states. Nothwithstanding the relevance of the problem, up to my
knowledge, it has still to be addressed in the case of confined proteins and only
Pincus and Thirumalai [152] have investigated mechanical unfolding pathways in
crowded environment.
6.2 Confined WSME model
Before introducing confinement into the model, let us remember that the zero–
force partition function, constrained at a given end–to–end length value L (equa-
tion 4.30),
Z(L; f = 0) =
∑
m∈{0,1}N
∑
σ ∈O(m)
δL,L(m,σ) e
−βH(m,σ;f=0) , (6.2)
can be recursively calculated building up the protein residue by residue and evalu-
ating at each step n the partition function zn(L), where n is the number of residues
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at that step (see section 4.2.2 for details). The corresponding recursive scheme is:
ain(L) = e
β χi−1,n+1 [zi−2(L− li−1,n+1) + zi−2(L+ li−1,n+1)] ,
zn(L) =
∑n+1
i=1 a
i
n(L) ,
(6.3)
where χi,j is minus the energy of the native stretch from i–th to j–th residue and
the initial conditions are z−1(L) = 1 for L = 0 and z−1(L) = 0 for L 6= 0. The
absolute value of the possible end–to–end lengths of a protein cannot be greater
than Lmax =
∑N
i=0 li,i+1, which corresponds to the length of the molecule in the
completely unfolded, fully extended configuration. Thus, because of finite resolution
of amino acids coordinates in the pdb file (which is 10−3 A˚), L belongs to a finite
set of values in the range [−Lmax, Lmax].
Let us also remember that the set of all possible lengths {lij} is obtained directly
from the three dimensional structure deposited in the Protein Data Bank (pdb) as
the distances between the various pairs of central carbon atoms {Cαi , Cαj}. Besides
lij , two more lengths associated to the stretch from the i–th to the j–th residue
will be important in the following. These are the maximum pmaxij and the minimum
pminij among the distances between Cαi and the projections of each Cαk (i ≤ k ≤ j)
on the straight line from Cαi to Cαj . Note that, as shown in figure 6.2 (axis x2),
pmaxij ≥ lij and pminij ≤ 0.
Figure 6.2: Sketch of a configuration with residue mi−1 = 0. Axis x1 shows relevant
lengths of entire molecule. Axis x2 shows relevant lengths of native stretch from
(i− 1)–th to (n+ 1)–th residues.
Now, consider again the recursive scheme of equation (6.3) and set the starting
point of the molecule in the middle of the cage. In order to confine the protein into
a cage of size 2R with inert walls, when adding a native stretch from (i − 1)–th
to (n + 1)–th residues (which are respectively at the distances Li−2 and Ln from
the N–terminus), one has to require that every residue of this stretch lies inside
the cage. This issue may be solved by considering also the lengths pmaxi−1,n+1 and
pmini−1,n+1 of the native stretch (see axis x1 of figure 6.2) and inserting appropriate
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step functions in the recursive scheme:
ain(L) = e
βχi−1,n+1 ×
×
[
zi−2(L− li−1,n+1)F(R, L, li−1,n+1, pmaxi−1,n+1, pmini−1,n+1)+
+zi−2(L+ li−1,n+1)F(R, L, −li−1,n+1, −pmini−1,n+1, −pmaxi−1,n+1)
]
,
zn(L) =
∑n+1
i=1 a
i
n(L) ,
(6.4)
where the function F is defined as
F(R, L, l, x, y) ≡ θ(R− L+ l − x) θ(R+ L− l + y) ,
and θ is the Heaviside step function:
θ(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 else
Translational freedom must also be taken into account. To this end, for a given
configuration, instead of considering simply the end-to-end length, it would be better
to consider as the relevant length the distance between the two farthest residues of
that configuration. We call it the configuration effective length. Fixing in the
center of the cage the N–terminus excludes from the partition functions zn(L) the
contribution of some of the configurations which have an effective length shorter
than 2R (for example in fig. 6.3a configuration a1 has an effective length shorter
than configuration a2 but the former is forbidden while the latter is allowed).
a)
-
−R R0 L
b bb a1bb b a2b b b
a3
b)
-
(−R+ ∆R) (R+ ∆R)0 L
b bb b1bb b b2b b b
b3
Figure 6.3: Three different configurations which would give a contribution to the
partition function constrained at length L without any cage. With cage a only
configurations 2 and 3 contribute. In b only configurations 1 and 3 contribute.
Thus, to take into account all the configurations with an effective length shorter
than the cage size, the partition function has to be computed for different positions
of the cage relative to the N–terminus. The final partition function will be the sum of
various partition functions at different cage positions. Note that some configurations
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will appear many times in such a scheme (for example state a3 of fig. 6.3a) as a
consequence of their greater translational freedom.
To obtain the final partition function one has to repeat this procedure consid-
ering all the possible positions of the cage relative to the N–terminus, i.e. to start
with the range [−2R, 0] and to move the cage with a step ∆R equal to the resolution
of the {lij} until the final range [0, 2R] is reached. To speed up computations we
rounded the lengths to a resolution of 10−1 A˚ . For the 3–helix bundle we checked
that this assumption does not modify the results through a comparison with results
obtained at the resolution of 10−3 A˚.
6.3 Results and discussion
As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the confined WSME
model has been used to study the effects of confinement, between two inert hard
walls, of six different protein structures. Three are real structures: a 3–helix bundle
(pdb code 1PRB), protein G (pdb code 2GB1) and its final hairpin. The other three
structures are an ideal α–helix of ten residues (radius 2.3 A˚, pitch 5.4 A˚, εij = 1
if j = i + 4 and εij = 0 otherwise), a 2–stranded and a 3–stranded antiparallel β–
sheets with 7 residues in each strand (the 3–stranded sheet is drawn in figure 6.4).
In the following, code ‘a010’ refers to the ideal α–helix, ‘b207’ and ‘b307’ to the
t t t t t t t
t t t t t t t
t t t t t t t
Figure 6.4: Ideal antiparallel β–sheet with 3 strands. Distance between two con-
secutive residues is 3.8 A˚. Dashed lines represent native contacts. For them εij = 1,
while εij = 0 in other cases.
two β–sheets which have respectively 2 and 3 strands and ‘GB1h’ refers to the final
hairpin of protein G. Thermal stability of the considered proteins has been studied
exploiting the property of the model to be exactly solvable at equilibrium, while
Monte Carlo simulations have been used to study folding rates behavior.
6.3.1 Equilibrium
To study the equilibrium response to confinement of the six structures, thermo-
dynamic quantities as the Helmholtz free energy, the specific heat and the average
fraction of native residues have been computed at different cage sizes R. For each
structure the distance 2R between the walls has been varied in a range from about
the mininum effective length of the completely unfolded state to twice the maximum
length of the completely unfolded state, i.e. from 4 A˚ (the distance between two
subsequent amino acids is about 3.8 A˚) to 2Lmax.
Let us denote with LN eff. the effective length of the native state (values are
reported in table 6.1). It is possible to make a naive distinction between two different
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confinement regimes: (i) one, for 2R > LN eff., which disallows the most expanded
conformations of the non–native basin but not the folded state, and (ii) the strong
confinement regime, for 2R < LN eff., which forbids also the fully native state.
Table 6.1 also shows the effective length of the unfolded state LU eff.. This is
obtained through a Monte Carlo simulation at the unfolding temperature as the
average effective length over the configurations belonging to the unfolded basin.
Details about Monte Carlo moves will be given in the next section.
Table 6.1: Native state end–to–end length (LN), effective length of the native state
(LN eff.), maximum length of the fully unfolded state (Lmax) and effective length of
the unfolded state (LU eff.) for the six different structures.
a010 b207 b307 GB1h 1PRB 2GB1
LN (A˚) 14.3 3.8 24.0 6.5 40.0 27.8
LN eff. (A˚) 14.3 3.8 24.0 6.6 40.0 29.1
Lmax (A˚) 34.2 49.4 76.0 63.8 201 212
LU eff. (A˚) 14.1 21.8 27.3 24.1 40.5 46.3
Since, without confinement, for a given set of binary variables {mk}, the model
admits 2
PN
i=1(1−mi) configurations and this number grows exponentially with the
amount of non–native residues, one may expect that confinement in a cage of size
R, with Lmax > 2R > LN eff., gives a reduction of conformational entropy which
affects more the non–native basin than the native one. Besides, one has to consider
translational freedom whose role is to further stabilize the most compact configura-
tions irrespectively of the fact that they belong or not to the native basin. Thus a
structure with LN eff. > LU eff., as in the case of the ideal α–helix , does not undergo
any stabilization of the folded state. Figure 6.5 shows the free energy landscapes
for the three real structures and for the ideal α–helix at different confinement sizes
(for a better comparison the free energy of the completely folded state has always
been set to zero). For the final hairpin of protein G, confinement increases the free
energy of both the native and non–native basin: both native and non–native basins
are destabilized but the latter is more affected. On the contrary, for the 3–helix
bundle both native and non–native basins are stabilized, with a slightly greater
stabilization upon confinement for the native state. For protein G, only the non–
native basin is destabilized by confinement. Finally, it is possible to see that the
native ideal α–helix is destabilized by confinement at R = 10 A˚ and R = 8 A˚with
respect to the non–native state. Indeed, for the ideal α–helix, it has been found
that such behavior already from radius of confinement lower than R = 15 A˚ and
no enhancement in the unfolding temperature could be detected for greater values
of R.
The increased stability of the native state relative to the unfolded state should
result in higher unfolding temperature according to [145,146]:
Tf − T 0f
T 0f
∝
(
2R
LN eff.
)−γ
(6.5)
where here, and from now on, we denote with T 0f the unfolding temperature without
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Figure 6.5: Free energy profile in function of the fraction of native residues M
at various confinement radius R for the ideal α–helix (a), the 3–helix bundel (b),
protein G (c) and its final hairpin (d). Free energy of completely native state
(M = 1) have been setted to zero.
confinement. For each protein, we have determined Tf as the temperature at which
the average fraction of native residues is such that (M −M∞)/(M0 −M∞) = 0.5,
where M∞ = 1/3 is the value of M at infinite temperature and M0 ≈ 1 is its value
at zero temperature.
Except for the ideal α–helix, other proteins exhibit an enhancement in their
thermal stability to a different extent depending on their structure: the increase in
unfolding temperatures is of few percents for the 3–stranded β–sheet, 3–helix bundle
and protein G, while for the two β–hairpins Tf ' 6.6T 0f (ideal 2–stranded β–sheet)
and Tf ' 2.7T 0f (final hairpin of protein G). Such drastically different behavior is
due to the very short effective lengths of native states of the two hairpins and to
the limitation of the model which projects the positions of all residues on a single
direction and loses information on the real three–dimensional structure. For the 3–
helix bundle and for protein G, the increases in unfolding temperature correspond
respectively to about 1.5 K and 9.3 K.
Values ReqI of the cage radius for which, at equilibrium, unfolding temperature
reaches its maximum and the extent of enhancement are reported in table 6.2.
The enhancement in thermal stability can be appreciated in figure 6.6 where we
reported the specific heat as a function of temperature. The top panel also shows
well another feature of the unfolding phase transition in confined environment which
is a decreased cooperativity with confinement [146].
A fit to equation 6.5 of unfolding temperatures as a function of R (figure 6.7)
yielded exponents γ reported in table 6.2. All values are in between 1.50 (3–helix
bundle) and 2.35 (final hairpin of protein G). Remarkably, in this range we find also
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Table 6.2: Values of R for which unfolding temperature reaches its maximum
(Tmaxf ) and the extent of enhancement. Values of γ from fits to equation 6.5 and
fit ranges. Fits in ranges from LU eff./2 to Lmax for ‘b207’ and ‘GB1h’ result in
exponents γ ′.
b207 b307 GB1h 1PRB 2GB1
R
eq
I (A˚) 2 17 3 25 17
Tmaxf 6.55T
0
f 1.013T
0
f 2.73T
0
f 1.005T
0
f 1.03T
0
f
γ 2.14± 0.03 1.57± 0.05 2.35± 0.03 1.50± 0.05 1.65± 0.04
fit range (A˚) [4, 50] [18, 76] [4, 64] [26, 201] [18, 212]
γ ′ 1.72± 0.06 1.60± 0.07
fit range (A˚) [10.9, 50] [12.05, 64]
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Figure 6.6: Specific heat CV = 1kBT 2
∂2Z
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as a function of the temperature at various
confinement radius R for protein G and its final hairpin.
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the theoretical values of γ for an excluded volume chain confined in a slit or in a
cylinder (γ = 5/3) and for a gaussian chain in a slit, a cylinder or a sphere (γ = 2).
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Figure 6.7: Shift in unfolding temperature as a function of confining cage radius R.
Fits to equation 6.5 in ranges reported in table 6.2. The vertical lines represent the
ranges spanned by fits.
Furthermore, a more careful analysis of data in figure 6.7 suggested us to fit,
in the case of the β–hairpins, also in a more limited range of R values going from
LU eff./2 to Lmax (figure 6.8). In this very low confinement regime γ = 1.72 for the
ideal hairpin and γ = 1.6 for the final hairpin of protein G.
Notwithstanding the simplicity of the model and its unidimensionality, the ob-
tained results follow the general trend of previous experimental studies [140,31,32,
42] and simulations [145, 146, 147]: provided the native state is compact, when re-
ducing the space available to a given protein, unfolding temperature Tf grows until
a certain confinement size which depends on the protein. If the confinement size is
further decreased, unfolding temperature decreases. Furthermore, the results also
support the theoretical prediction [142,146,147] that enhancement depends on the
confinement size R by the scaling law ∆Tf ∼ R−γ . For the five structures which
show enhanced thermal stability, we found that exponents γ lie in between the
upper and lower values of 2.35 and 1.5.
6.3.2 Kinetics
The folding kinetics have been studied by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in
which a 2–components ternary variable (mk, sk) have been associated to each residue
k. If mk = 1, sk = 0 while if mk = 0, sk = σkj = ±1 is the direction of the native
stretch from the k–th to the j-th residue. A single MC step consists in choosing
a residue k with uniform probability among the N residues and changing (mk, sk)
variable with equal probability to any of its other two states. This move is alternated
with a 0.1 A˚ translation of the entire protein to the left or to the right with equal
probability. Few remarks are necessary: suppose to have a native stretch from the
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Figure 6.8: Shift in unfolding temperature as a function of confining cage radius
R for ‘b207’ and ‘GB1h’. Fits to equation 6.5 in ranges LU eff./2 to Lmax. The
vertical lines represent the ranges spanned by fits.
i–th to the j-th residue and to transform the variable (mk, sk), i < k < j, from
(1, 0) to (0, sk = ±1). The direction of the new native stretch from the k–th to the
j–th residue will be determined by sk while the new native stretch from i to k will
inherit the direction of the old one from i to j. If instead the state of k–th residue
is moved from (0,±1) to (1, 0), two native stretches merge into one with direction
equal to the direction of the first old native stretch. At each MC step confinement
requirements must be checked.
The acceleration of folding has been estimated [147] to follow the scaling law:
ln
(
kf
k0f
)
∝
(
2R
LN eff.
)−γ
, (6.6)
where k0f denotes the folding rate in the R→∞ limit. The idea is that, since con-
finement makes the extended unstructured conformations inaccessible, the increase
in kf is due to the restricted search for the native state among the remaining config-
urations. Furthermore one has to consider that the increase in folding temperature
also biases the system towards the native state.
In our Monte Carlo simulation we determined folding rates as the inverse of
mean first passage times by using 104 folding trajectories. First passage time is
defined as the time at which, starting from a random unfolded configuration, the
weighted fraction of native contacts,
ϕ =
∑N−1
i=1
∑N
j=i+1 εij∆ij
∏j
k=imk∑N−1
i=1
∑N
j=i+1 εij∆ij
, (6.7)
catches up with the threshold 0.9, which ensures the protein has reached the folded
state and has not got stuck in some intermediate. Temperature has been set to
0.9T 0f in order to speed up the simulations.
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Table 6.3: Values of R for which the folding rate reaches its maximum kmaxf at
T = 0.9T 0f and the extent of enhancement. Values of γ from fits to equation 6.6 in
the reported ranges.
b207 b307 GB1h 1PRB 2GB1
RkinI (A˚) 19 23 12 19 18
kmaxf 1.13 k
0
f 1.13 k
0
f 1.46 k
0
f 1.50 k
0
f 2.35 k
0
f
γ 1.42± 0.20 1.53± 0.33 1.54± 0.11 1.71± 0.08 1.67± 0.07
fit range (A˚) [19, 50] [23, 76] [14, 64] [22, 201] [20, 212]
Again, among the six different protein structures studied, the 10–residues ideal
α–helix does not show any enhancement of folding rate, because its native state
cannot be considered compact if compared to the average unfolded state. For the
other structures, when decreasing R, folding is accelerated until a certain size RkinI
is reached, then folding rates start to decrease. Table 6.3 reports RkinI values and
the maximum extent of folding rates enhancement. For the β–hairpins, the drastic
difference between RkinI and R
eq
I is likely due to the fact that for very small confining
cages, even if the native state is not compromised, the structure is squeezed so
much that chain reconfigurations towards the folded state become difficult. The
same reason should explain the small differences between RkinI and R
eq
I of other
structures.
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Figure 6.9: Shift in folding rates at T = 0.9T 0f as a function of confining cage radius
R. Fits to equation 6.6 in ranges reported in table 6.3.
Table 6.3 also reports the γ values obtained through a fit to equation 6.6 while
figure 6.9 shows the folding rates behavior together with fit lines. Exponents γ
for enhancement of folding rate, lie in between the upper and lower values of 1.71
and 1.42 and are comparable with their equilibrium counterparts, especially if one
considers the very low confinement regime for the two hairpins.
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Theoretical values of γ (γ = 5/3 for a chain with excluded volume confined
into a slit or a cylinder and γ = 2 for a gaussian chain into a slit, a cylinder
or a sphere) are not directly comparable to the results of WSME model, which
differs from these theories both for the geometry (our chain is neither self-avoiding
nor gaussian) and for the presence of specific interactions, which are neglected by
these theories. Nevertheless, the obtained results, both from thermodynamics and
kinetics, for γ, are in the same range as the theoretical ones.
Finally it is worth to stress again that, for a 3–helix bundle and for protein G,
WSME results are consistent with those obtained through a more realistic model by
Best and Mittal [147] for confinement of the same proteins into a slit: γ values are
consistent and also the maximum enhancements of folding temperatures and folding
rates are in good accordance. The two model also agree in the fact that protein
G is more affected by confinement but there is no accordance on the confinement
radius at which the 3–helix bundle reaches its maximum folding temperature and
its maximum folding rate.
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Conclusions
In this Thesis a generalization of the WSME model, suitable to handle the
mechanical unfolding phenomenon, has been used to study into details the mechan-
ical unfolding of two real proteins, namely the 10th type III module of fibronectin
(FnIII10) and the wild type Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). The same version of
the WSME has been further modified in order to deal with confinement of proteins
between two inert walls.
The WSME model, introduced first by Wako and Saitoˆ and then reconsidered by
Mun˜oz and Eaton, is an Ising–like model, where a binary variable, able to distinguish
between a native and an unfolded conformation, is associated to each amino acid of a
protein. Then, in its generalization treated in this Thesis, another variable specifies
the direction of native stretches, i.e. of each sequence of consecutive native residues
delimited by two non–native residue. We did the simplest choice of assuming only
two possible direction, parallel or anti–parallel with respect to an external force,
thus making this second one a spin–like variable. The loss of entropy, due to fixing
peptide units in their native conformation, is taken into account by considering that,
if a given residue is native, the total number of configurations is twice smaller than in
the case in which that residue is non–native. The free energy of the model is designed
by considering only native interactions and associating an energetic contribution to
pairs of native residues belonging to native strings. A protein length dependent
potential includes the coupling to the external force while the configurations space
of the residue and spin variables account for the above entropic considerations.
Exploiting the fact that equilibrium thermodynamics of the model is exactly
solvable, we have obtained equilibrium properties, such as the free energy landscape,
of FnIII10 and GFP when a constant force is applied to their ends. For both proteins,
at the critical unfolding force the free energy landscape as a function of the end–to–
end length showed few local minima, besides those associated with the native and
the fully unfolded states. These local minima reflect the existence of intermediate
states in the mechanical unfolding pathways that must be confirmed by considering
the nonequilibrium unfolding kinetics. To this purpose, we run Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations mimicking the pulling both at constant force and at constant velocity
protocol. Thanks to the simplicity of the model we could probe force and speed
ranges close to in vivo and experimental conditions, which was not possible in most
previous simulations with more detailed models because of their high computational
costs.
FnIII10 is made by the packing of two antiparallel β–sheets. The β–strands are
usually denoted with letters from A (the strand closest to the N–terminal) to G (the
C–terminal one). The two sheets are made of strands ABE and DCFG. At high
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enough constant force we observed two–state transitions only. At smaller forces and
at all pulling speeds considered we observed several intermediates, denoted by A, G,
AG and GF, based on the strands which are unfolded in each intermediate. Possi-
ble unfolding pathways are summarized in figure 5.4 for the constant force protocol
and in figure 5.9 for the constant pulling speed protocol. Interestingly, the unfolding
pathways depend on the applied force or on the pulling speed, which was already
observed in ref. [104]. Such pathways become more complex at low forces and
speeds, due to the increase in fluctuations. Previous simulations and experiments
showed some discrepancies in the unfolding pathways, and our work is not going to
resolve such discrepancies, but some general trends are confirmed. In particular the
most frequently observed intermediate in our trajectories was AG, which was also
observed in all previous simulations [109, 111, 112, 113, 104]. In addition, constant
pulling speed trajectories always visit an intermediate with the C–terminal β–strand
detached, which was also observed in most previous simulations [109, 112, 113, 104]
and in AFM experiments [67]. On the other hand, we have never observed in-
termediate AB, which has been reported in many simulations [111, 113, 104] and
experiments [67]. We have instead observed, at low enough forces and speeds, in-
termediates A and GF, which were previously reported only by Gao et al. [113]
(A only) and Mitternacht et al. [104] (both A and GF). These intermediates have
end–to–end lengths close to G and AG, respectively, and cannot be distinguished
in the usual one–dimensional free energy landscape using the end–to–end length as
a reaction coordinate. It is worth noting that in our trajectories we observe fluc-
tuations between intermediates with similar lengths, that is between A and G or
between AG and GF. Fluctuations between AG and GF, in particular, are observed
in most trajectories at the lowest forces and pulling speeds we have considered, and
therefore one could speculate that they have some biological significance.
From a more quantitative point of view, given the extreme simplicity of our
model, it is remarkable that many quantities we can compute agree well with the
results from AFM experiments or previous simulations with similar parameters.
Our estimate for the native state unfolding length is xu = 0.34 ± 0.01 nm, to be
compared with xu = 0.38 nm from AFM results [110] and with xu = 0.4 nm from
the simulations by Mitternacht et al. [104]. The average rupture force we obtained
for the native state is in the range 80 to 100 pN, to be compared with results
from 75 to 100 pN reported by AFM studies [110, 67], and from 88 to 114 pN in
the simulations by Mitternacht et al. [104]. Finally, our intermediate G has an
average rupture force between 40 and 50 pN, to be compared with 50 pN found in
experiments [67], though it must be mentioned that in such work the intermediate
might be an average between the G and AB intermediates.
GFP is a protein constituted by 11 β–strands arranged in a barrel structure,
with a short α–helix at the beginning of the polypeptide chain and other short α–
helices along the barrel axis. Also in this case, WSME model managed to mimic
unfolding pathways of GFP pulled at constant velocity and intermediates consistent
with experiments [66,126]. We found that unfolding proceeds through two different
pathways: in the major one, at first, the N–terminal β–strand unravels with a length
of the corresponding intermediate of about 10÷ 12.5 nm, then also the second and
third N–terminal β–strands unravel and the molecule corresponding intermediate
length is around 20 nm. In the minor unfolding pathway the first strand to break
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is the C–terminal one, later followed by the rupture of at least another β–strand
(usually the 10–th one) before complete unfolding. Actually the N–terminal α–helix
is the first secondary structure element to unravel in both pathways but this event
is typically associated with very small signals, almost masked by fluctuations.
WSME model also describes correctly the most important qualitative aspects
of the direction–dependent mechanical unfolding of the GFP, namely the orders of
magnitude and ranking of the unfolding forces corresponding to different pulling
directions [62] but, from a more quantitative point of view, our energy barriers and
unfolding forces are systematically larger than those observed in experiments [62].
Furthermore, we have exploited the dependence of the unfolding force on the pulling
direction to investigate a force sensor based on a GFP polyprotein where each mod-
ule is linked with a different geometry to the nearest neighbouring modules, so as to
experience the force along different direction, yielding a device whose luminescence
depends (in a discrete way) on the force. It is worth noting that such a device may
be used in in vivo experiments, to measure forces at molecular level, e.g. inside
cells, in a non–invasive way.
To introduce confinement of a protein into a slit, we resorted to the fact that
the WSME model for mechanical unfolding under a constant force allows an exact
solution that involves a recursive scheme that builds the partition function adding
a residue at each step. This scheme can be expanded in powers of eβfL, where f
and β are respectively the external force and the inverse temperature, and L is the
end–to–end length of the protein. In such a way it is possible to obtain a recursive
scheme whose final results is the partition function as a function of the end–to–end
length and which does not depend on the force f . Suitably amending the expanded
recursive scheme it is possible to introduce the confinement, still maintaining the
possibility to obtain an exact analytical solution. Making use of such an exact
solution and resorting to MC simulations, we have respectively studied the thermal
stability and the kinetic properties upon confinement of three ideal and three real
protein structures.
From a theoretical point of view, confinement have been studied by modelling the
native state as a rigid sphere and the non–native state as a polymer chain [142,143].
The effect of confinement is to forbid the most expanded configurations of the poly-
mer chain, thus involving an entropy–based increase in the free energy of the un-
folded state, which has consequences on both thermodynamics and kinetics of fold-
ing. A direct implication of such reduced stability of the non–native state is that
melting temperatures (Tf) and folding rates (kf) of proteins should follow the scaling
law ∆Tf ∼ ∆ ln kf ∼ R−γ , where R is the typical size of confinement. Notwithstand-
ing the simplicity of the model and its unidimensionality, the obtained results follow
the general trend of previous experimental simulations [145,146,147] confirming the
above scaling law when the size of confinement is not too low. In fact, changing the
distance 2R between the walls, we found two confinement regimes: provided the
native state is compact, starting from large R and decreasing R, confinement first
enhances the stability of the folded state until a given value of R; then a further
decrease of R leads to a decrease of folding temperature and folding rate. We found
that in the low confinement regime both unfolding temperatures and logarithm of
folding rates scale as R−γ where γ values lie in between 1.42 and 2.35 according
to the considered protein. The γ values obtained for unfolding temperatures from
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exact solutions at equilibrium are consistent with those found for folding rates en-
hancement by MC simulations. Finally, for a 3–helix bundle and for protein G,
which are two of the real proteins we have considered, our results are consistent
with those obtained through a more realistic model by Best and Mittal [147] for
confinement of the same proteins into a slit: γ values are consistent and also the
maximum enhancement extents of folding temperatures and folding rates are in
good accordance. The two models also agree in the fact that protein G is more
affected by confinement with respect to the 3–helix bundle.
To conclude this Thesis, we note that, as it generally happens for other Go¯–type
models, WSME model, notwithstanding its simplicity, is a powerful tool to inves-
tigate protein folding. In particular, for mechanical pulling of proteins and their
confinement, we showed that it is able to capture the basic physics of folding and to
reproduce, to a great extent, experimental results and achievements of simulations
based on more detailed models. Major limitations of the model are connected to its
unidimensionality but these limitations do not generally affect the validity of the
results. However, one can, in principle, think to clear this hurdle by enlarging the
number of the possible directions of a native stretch. When considering mechanical
unfolding, this solution introduces some problems because it is necessary to intro-
duce additional and not trivial constraints in the configurations space in order to
keep the two residues to which the force is applied along the force axis. To inves-
tigate confinement, being the force formally set equal to zero, such a complication
does not occur. One can, for example, go through the choice of allowing six native
stretch directions, two for each cartesian axis. In this way MC simulation would be
easy to perform and the model is, in principle, still exactly solvable but, de facto,
computationally unmanageable because of a too high RAM requirement.
Another possibility to cure unidimensionality would be to substitute, for each
residue k, the single binary variable with a pair of degree of freedom associated
with the dihedral angles (φk, ψk) and to consider the residue as native if both φk
and ψk assume their native value. Values of the pair (φk, ψk) can be limited to the
native angles plus the typical angles in Ramachandran plot, i.e. to one native and
about three non–native configurations. In this way the possibility to exploit the
exact solution of the original model is lost but three–dimensionality of the chain is
gained allowing configurations more similar to the real ones.
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